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(First Door lrom Middle.)
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Merchants,

issued on London and Paris, available in all parts of Europe.
STERLING made to
favorable terms.

Coffees

mer-

CREAM

chants upon

GOLD and CURRENCY
received, subject to draft at sight, and interest
allowed.
ADVANCES made on Consignments to Liverj*ool and London.
feb27d6m
DEPOSITS of

H. C.

Spices,

8.

DEALERS

OF

ing Business,

J. E. BAKER.

JAS. P. SPAULDING,
A. R. MITCHELL.

March 23d, 1868.

business will be carried

The

A.

B.

Portland,

MITCHELL

&

In

103

(UP STA1KS,) BOSTON.

Copartnership.

WOOLEN8,

tf

day formed

We have this

Law,

Evans &

Bankruptcy,

House

UILBER,

firm,

under

J. SCHUMACHER,

see his friends
at the store of

Only,

IN

JET

THOMAS

Portland, April 1st,

U

UT,

M

E

IT

ent Post

Middle

Street,

R

W.

...

Counsellor
And

CLEAVES,

Peter

& Counsellors at Law,
NE.
Cleaves.

just received

HAS
adapted

XSl Broad street;,
NEW TORE.

)

(^“Particular attention given

to the

and Grain.
References—Gat id Keazer, Esq E. McKenney &
Co., W. & C. R. Milliken, J. B. Carroll, Esq., T. H.
of Flour

I

Entire
PITTING,

Manufacturers and dealers In

Stoves, Ranges

A

NBW ECILDINU ON I,FMB 8f.(
(Opposite the Market.)
Where they will be pleased to see all their former
tnstomers and receive order, as usual.
augUdtf n

Coffins, Caskets, Desks,
Of Every

l?iivn,ituve9

Dencription,

Made from tlie best material and by EXPERIENCED

C.
Beptl8dt<

WORKMEN, at
H. BLAKE’S,
No. 10 Cross St., Portland,

NATHAN

Counsellor and

at

Law,

Mo. OX Exolmnere ISt.
Jaly8-dtl
Mo. HI Free street.

Please

give

Manufacturing
Will

W.
(Mar ^1-dtf

I1.

FREEMAN.

of

me a

to

Boys’ Clothing!

I shall also give my personal attention to the Cut-

ting

and

Manufacturing of

LADIES’

Portland

Agricultural

Warehouse
Seed Store

KENDALL <Jb
Portland, Feb 26th, 18G8.

OLD

SAC/QUES,

Here are the Prices ot some
with those of Last Year.

Goods,

in

comparison

Business Suits Irom $30 to $50.
Former Price, from $45 to 66.
Spring Over Coats,
20 to 30.
Former Price, from 30 to 40.

Suits, trom

35 to 5i».
Former Price,
in like ijroPortion

from 50 to G5.
of deduction

Medical Notice.
H. CHADWICK, M. D., will devote
special at

G.
ientlon t* Disea es oi the Eye. No. 30111
CongressSt
8
Office hours Irom 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.

May

tl

fe27d3mis

GOODS 1

Rent,

DANA

Low Prices l

Si

KNIGHT,

DEALERS

Boarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen boardeis. or a gentleman and
wife, can be accommodated at No. 20 Myrtle St.
November 6. dtf

A

LOST AND FOUND.
Lost.
Pin. Roman Gold with eol
globe setting. Any one finding the same will be
rewarded by leaving it at No 10 Wilmot st, or at
this office.
aprlldlw*

Oils

and

Rye Stuffs,

(Old Stand Emery

155

&

Friday, 3P M, between the office of the sub
gcribers and Widgeiy’s Wharf, a sum of money
iu Bank Bills; a suitable reward will be pail to any

ON

a

Street.

very extensive stock ot

PERFUMERIES,
COSMETICS and
TOILET ARTICLES.

are

E. DANA, JR.,
Preble streets.

formerly comer

of

Congress and

G. H. KNIGHT.

9-dtl

4.

eodtt

FOR
Or

ALE

S

TO

given April

marSldtt

&

Invited to call and

see

for

COOLD.

368 Congress Street, 368,

BRENNAN,

(Lute Burnham & Merrill,)
Will continue the manufacture ot Parlor Suits,
Lounges, Mattresses, Spring Beds, Ottomans, Pew
Cushions, &e. Particular attention paid to Upholstering, Repairing and Varnishing, Cane Chairs ReDOVLE & BRENNAN.
seated.
lel2uodSm

PRINTING
KIND;!
executed this Office.
ALLpromptly
OP JOB

neatly and

black

with
a

Son’s, foot of Wilmot

api7dlw*

Street.

Lost!
City Hall Tuesday Evening, a dark Sable Muff.
one
the
same will be rewarded by
finding
Any
apr2dtf
leaving it at the Press Office.

29
“30
1
31
“32
“33
34

Painful Period*,with Spasms,
50
100
Wuflering* at Change of Lye,

Epilepsy.Spasms, St.Vitus’ i'ame,l00
Diphtheria,ulcerated Sore Throi- 50

“

.35 large vial*,

containing

A

Lost!
SQUIRREL Tippet; none

vice it has seen
cle will be rewarded
Feb 20-dtf

Any

one

the better for the seran artiit at the Press Office.

finding such

by leaving

eases.

F.

Sweetzor and Cronmau

The

May.

summer

GORHAM, ME,
A. PE SKIN3, Principalsession will commence

on

the

27th ot

Send tor circulars.
11.

Star

1st.

on

EATON

&

Hay School,

Norridgewock,

Maine.

(Established 1856 )
are received into the family of the Prinwhere they enjoy the privileges of a pleas-

PUPILS
cipals

ant home.
They have the special attention of the teachers who
at all times gives them the aid and direction necessary
to a rapid advancement in their studies, and exercise such care and guardianship as they need.
For particulars address
4-eodtf

THE
At

Goods to the

Ship

Bread.

of

all

MILLIKEN,

to the public the Star Match,
INtoroffering
them the following advantages to the

we

any other Match, viz:
Each buuch is full count, one hundred.
Each gross contains 576 more than the common
card matches.
The tull count is equals to about 6ix bunches more

er,

gross than other matches.
They keep in any climate.
They have less oilor than any other Sulphur Match.
They are longer than any other Sulphur Card

are now

TI1E

TOOTH-ACHE,

Are invited to test the virtue of the French Toothache Remedy i it has enro l the most paln'ul toothfailure the money
ache in ten minutes. Iu case o
will be refunded. For sale by

JL. Fickett, Apothecary,
143 Congress Nl.
H. T. CUMM8NQS, 439 Sc 431 Congress
8 reel, Agents.
Also by Pierce B. Noyes, Grocer, 47 Yorkst.
ll-dlw#
Apr

..George

_______

FREEMAN.

Geo. W. Ladd’s Patent Watch Case.
half and one third gold, equal for wear and
restyles to solid gold cases at a correspondingwith
daction in cost, adapted to aud easily fitted

21-dtf_._____

ONE

movements of either ot the American Watch Companies, and make a most beautiful and durable

No, 91 Exchange St.

I

Watch.
luuuire for them of your watch maker. The trade
supplied bv moat of the principal wholesale dealers
in New York and Boston, or by the manufacturers.
J. A. BROWN & CO., No. 11 Maiden Lane,
New York.
mar24dlm

says
These long-haired imps of njggerism and bitter foes to true religion, the Young Men’s
Curistian Associations (so-calledJ, who infest
the State of Wisconsin, hdve issued a “call"
tor a general love-least of the brethren, to be
holdeu at Madison this week. The ostensible
object of the pow-wow is to extend tbe evangelical faith into the rural districts through
the efforts of lay
missionaries, the brethren
claiming that the people are so anxious for
orthodox religion that the regular ministers
cannot supply the spiritual want of their
Hocks; hence the necessity that the lay brethren do lay hold and flop round in the Lord's
vineyard until they do lay om the unbelievers.
This plausille yarn may do for school marms
or wheezy J’uritans, but to tbe mind’s
eye ot
an able-bodied working white man, it’ooketb
like
a
Sabbath
school
lie.
In
amazingly
huge
the Hrst place, the demand for Evangelical faith
is dull with a downward tendency; thousands of
high pressure divines are out of commission,
perambulating the country, selling the “lives”
of the Late Lamented, peddling patent Itch
Killer, and picking up a precarious subsistence iu various other itineraut
callings, for
which their ministerial experience has well
qualified them. In the next place, who ever
heard of a great missionary effort being started
in the Spring, at the commencement of the
busy
season, when every one is hurried, while the dull
winter mouths were allowed to pass
by unim-

UNION

Convention

K(>]>itblic:in

I

The undersigned, constituting the National Committee designated by the convention bed iu Baltimore ou ilie 7th of
June, 18(41, do appoint that a
National Convention oi the Union Republican parly
be held a: the city ot Chicago, Illinois, ol Wednesday, the 201 h day of May next, at 12 o’clock HI., lor
the purpose of nomina'iug candidates lor the offices
of President and Vice President oi the United
States.

Each State of Ihe

United S ates in author-

ized to be repiesented in said convention by the
number ot delegates equal to twice the number o:
Senators and Representat ves to which such State
is entitled in the National Congress.
We invito the co-operation of all citizens who rejoice that our great civil war has happily terminated
in the discomfiture ot rebellion; who would bold
fast the nnity and integrity of the republic, and
maintain its paramount right to defend to its utmost
its own existence while imperilled by secret conspiracy or armed force; who are in favor ot an economical administration of the public expenditures, of ti e
complete extirpation of the principles and policy ol
slavery, and ol the speedy reorganization ol those
States whose governments were destroyed by the reb 11 ion, and the permanent restoration to their proper practical relations with the United States in accordance with the true principles of republican gov-

proved.

.No, the true object ot the forthcoming
Devil’s Auction, or Youug Men's Christian
Association campaign, is to put a large force
of semi-clerical vagabonds in the field to prowl
through the country, dead beating it all around,
sponging their victuals, organizing prayer circles on the Ethiopian basis and setting
up
Grant clubs in every town,
village and hamlet.
What care the bankrupt scoundrels, who
compose
the Y. M. C. A. for the cause of Christ and Him
crucifiedf Who ever knew a broken down
scalper on the Chicago or Milwaukee Boards
of Trade who failed and settled up at 20 cents
on the dollar, three years
paper, that was not
a luud-mouth member ol
the Association?
Who ever knew a man go through bankruptcy
on false affidavits, and bogus
schedule, who
was not a hard praying member of the Association?
Where, is there a defaulting bank
clerk, a thieving Huilroad officer, or a dishonored
merchant, who is not a stockholder in the Y. M.
C. A. citiesf In the Western cities their rooms
are generally located near the Board of Trade,
who compose most ot their membership, and
it is notorious that no such collection of finished polished, heartless rascals, are to be lound
elsewhere on the j ianet as the men who compose these same Boards of Trade.
The mongrels are uskg their religious understrappers to sandwich bondholding politics in
between their hymns and srtmous. Aud it
devolves on Democratic journals and Speakers to wa'n the
people against the Satanic
white nigger mobs, known as Christian Associations, Aid Societies, Mission Clubs, etc. Democrats, avoid them as you would the plague.—
Protect your children trom their insidious
wiles; they are the bastard loes of your race
aud your God. The Almighty is
wiping the
foul breed from the face of the earth. Their
their
and
their reign
missions,
associations,
will soon terminate. White men, we must
check-mate these psalm-singing hypocrites this
year, aud their power will be gone forever.

ernment.
Al

arcus li. W akd, ot New Jersey, Chairman.
Depress, of Indiana, Secretary.

John D.

John B. Oi.arke, of New Hampshire.
Samuel F. Hersey, ot Maine.
A. B. Gardner, of Vermont.
W. C. Claflin, oi Massachusetts.
Samuel A. Purviance, of Pennsylvania.
J. S. Fowler, of Tennessee.
B. S. Cook, of Illinois.
M. Giddings, of Michigan.
D. P. Stubbs, of Iowa.
W. Campbell, ot West Virginia.
H. W. Hoffman, ot Maryland.
N. B. Smith* rs, of Delaware,

Ewing, of Virginia.
Bovd, of Missouri.
C. L. Robinson, of Florida.
W. J.

S. H.
S.

Judd, of Wisconsin.

Grfeley, of New York.
H H. Starkweather, of Connecticut.
B. R. Cowen. of Ohio.
Horace

Thomas Simpson, ot Minnesota.
Newton Edmunds, o* Dakota.
D It. Goodloe, of North Carolina.
Thom asG. Turner, of Rhode Bland.
Samuel N. Crawford, ot Kansas.
S. J. Bowen, ot District of Columbia.
J. P. Chaffee, of Colorado.

claim

eensurn-

over

Convention I

Republican
FIRST

DISTRICT!

a

Match.

both for Splint and Card Matches
black the wall wLen rubbed on it.
are packed in fine shipping order, in cases
containing 10, 20 and 30 gross each, in 1-4 gross pack-

They
They
They

answer

do not

ages.
The above named firm are the solo
for the corporation.
E. P. GKRRISH,
J. S. MARRETT,
MAN ASS EH SMITH,
October 1. dti

Selling Agents
)

J

Directors.

)

f

April 9.1£68.
]
is hereby given that, at the office of
the Assessor of said District, in Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, on Monday, the
27th day of April, A. D. 1808, at two of the clock in
the afternoon, Appeals will be received and determined by me, tlie undersigned, relative to any erro-

NOTICE

excessive valuatioos, a segments or cnumerafions, by the Assessor of said District, or by
the Assistant Assessor of any division, or assessment,
district within said First Collect ion District, ref urned
in the annual list for the year 1868.
The law prescribing the duty of Assessors in relation to Appeals provides that *‘A11 Appeals to the
Assessors shall be made in wilting, and shall specify
the particular cause, matter or thing respecting
which a decision is requested, aud shall state the
ground or principal of error complained of.”
All persons who have received notice to make the
returns required by law, ten days prior to the said
27th of April, will be doomed, and not entit led to any
iclief; unless an appeal is made at the time and in
the manner above stated.
The 9th section of the Act of Congress, approved
July 13. i860, amending what is known as the Internal Revenue Law, requires each Postmaster to
whom this notice is sent to posi the same in h s office.
NATH’L G. MARSHALL,
Assessor First District of Maine.
aprlltapr27
neous or

Portland & Rutland
Railroad

Company.

undersigned, more than

of the persons
named in the tirst section ot “Ao act to incorporate the Portland & Rutland Railroad Company,”
approved March 6th, A 1) 1868, hereby give notice,
that the fir^t meeting of the corporators nvmed in
said act, will be held at the rooms ot the Portland
Board of Trade. Thomas Block, Exchange street, in
the city of Portland, on WEDNESDAY, the t wentv-ninth day of ApriL A D 1868, at throe of the e?ock
in the atternoon, to agree on the terms of sui scrip
tion -he times and places for receiving subscriptions
to the capital stock, the admission ot associates, and
all measures necessary to the organization ot said
seven

and all other voters of the First

BIDDEFORD,

John A Poor,

John Lynch,
T C Heisey,
H J Libi y,
N J Miller,
Geo W Woodman,
Aug E Steven?,
A K Shurtletf,
Frederick G. Messer,
R M Richardson,
April 13. dtd

propeily

city

and Town will be entit ed to

11.

dlw

natorial Election ot 186G.

311

as soou as

chosen.

The committee will he in session at the Hall
the

day above indicated at 10 o’clock A. M., to

The

apportionment of delegates to the several cities

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.
Baldwin
3
G
Bridglon,
8
Brunswick,
6
Cape Elizabeth,
2
Casco,
3
Cumberland,
4
Falmouth,
6
Freeport,
7
Gorham,
4
Gray,
3
Harpswell,
3
i'arrison,
2
Naples
New Gloucester,
4
North Yarmouth
3
3
Otisficld,
38
Portland,
3
Pownal,
2
Raymond,
3
Scarborough,

Sebago,

YORK

5
9
G
4

an

Proof

Safes !

Steel Chests. Vault Door*, Shutter* and
Money Boxes.

tested with safes of every other manufacture, and the result has been to’al
destruction to contents of all save the Steam FireProof Safes, whose contents were Not Injured.
Manutactured to order of any size, with or withSafe liasbeen

Burglar
purchasers by
out Steel

Boxes,

Proot

and fitted up to suit

CHAS. STAPLES & SON,
Under the superintendence of MR. GEO. L. DAMON, junior member of the firm, formerly Superin-

tendent of the Tremont Safe and Machine Com-

Boston,
‘115

Commercial Mtrect, Portland, Maine.
0F*We would refer to the Sa'es n the First National Bank, Portland Savings Bank, Hon. Geo. W.
Woodman’s Block, and Norway Savings Bank, as

specimens of

our

March 2, 1867.

work.
d3ra

Gas Fixtures!

Gas Fixtures!

We have connected GAS FIXTURES with
ness

our

busi-

of

Steam, and Gas

Fittings,

Gratings, Pump*, Ac., Ac.,
are now prepared to furnish them as low as they
be purchased in Boston.
Our stock is entirely new, and is selected from the
latest and most fashionable styles.
We invite persons who intend to purchase fixtures
to give us a call before purchasing elsewhere.
0. M. & H. T. PLUMMER,
Nos. 9,11 and 13 Union Str eet, Portland, Me.
September 12. dtt

and
can

FOR THE USE OF

in

Europe,

Issued upon London and Paris,
of Europe and the East, by

Available in all tlic cities

Page, Richardson

&

Co.,

li ft Slate Ml., Boston.

feb27d6m

3
3
4
11
G
3
2
4
4
6
6

Allred,
Berwick,
Biddeford,

Buxton,

Cornish,

Dayton,
Elliot,
Hollis,
Kennebunk,
Kcnnebunkport,

Kitteiy,
Lebanon,

After

i*

Limerick,
L ining on,

L>in;m,
NewtieUH

North

Berwick,
Parsonstield,
Saco,
Seniord,

Sliaplcigh,

South Berwick,
\V aterborougli,

Wells,
York.

aud, being better mounted than T, gives me a
cast, as we say; but if I like the gay equipage
well as to go out of my road, I had better
have gone afoot,”
—It is stated that among the papers of the
late Alexis de Tocqueville has been found au
so

119

entirely new edition in manuscript of bis
“Democracy in America,” which shows in several respects important modifications of his

I

1 Republican

V

District

Freeport, |
Kitiery, I Committee.

1

Tmlimoiiy.

long struggle the President’s counsel succeeded in getting belore the Senate
Gen. Sherman's testimony respecting the
President’s professions on the 27th and 30th
of January when he tendered the appointment of Secretary of War ad interim to the
witness.
The Senate finally consented to
waive the technical objections to the introduction of evidence consisting simply of the
declarations of the accused, and the suba

It

does not appear that the President’s case is
theieby improved. Geu. Sherman, in the
first place, testiiies that the President did not
even pretend at that time, that, he wanted to
get a judicial decision. These are the General’s words:
He did not state to me then that his purpose was to bring it to the courts directly; but
for the purpose of having the office administered pioperly.
What “properly” means, iu the President’s
vocabulary, we have had too many opportu-

nities to know. He desired to have the office so administered as, iu the language of
General

lating

Grant, “by opposition

to the

to the laws re-

restoration of the Southern

Slates to their proper relation to the government, to embarrass the army in the performance

by

of llie duties

the laws.”

especially imposed upon
Tlii3 proposition seems

have struck General Sherman as one

it
to

case, and not bring me, as an officer, into
the controversy. His answer was that it was
found impossible.
The Senate will judge whether this alleged
was

Good law vers hold

real.

that the President, had an

ample remedy if he

had chosen to test the law by a feigned issue.
It appears that he preferred to break it out-

right, and take the consequences, oue of
which, as he should have foreseen, was impeachment.
Gen. Sherman further testified that the

ployment of

em-

three was talked

of, but the matdismissed without reaching any con-

clusion.

He says:
I inquiied, “Suppose Mr. Stanton do not
yield, what then shall be done?” “Oh,” said
he, “there is no necessity ot considering that
question ; upon the presentation of an order he
will simply go away.”
If this is what the President expected, he
has been greatly disappointed. Meanwhile
let the country mark the discrepancy between
the statement to General Sherman that the
of removing Secretary Stanton was

purpose

FOR

SALE.

second-hand Jenny Lind, in prime order.
GILSON’S STABLE.

at
ONEEnquire
11-dlw*

April

PARLOR
Lounges,

Spring

SUITS,

lied*

and

Bedding,

Manufactured to order at short notice.
Ho. 31 Free Mrcet.

21-dtf_

Mar

___

Board

ANDandgood
their wives

rooms can
or

Danlorth

be obtained

PARLOR

at No 57

SUITtf,

and Bedding,
Bed*
to order at short notice.

Spring

Manufactured
Ho.

Mar

gentlemen

mar26dtf

street.

Lounge*,

lor

single gentlemen,

31 Free Street.

21-<itt__
For Philadelphia.
The A1 schooner Nellie Chase, Upton,
mister, will have immediate dispatch
for the above port.
For freight apply to

aprlSdlw

YEATON & HALE,
111 Commercial St.

“

simply
properly,”

to have

that office administered

and the President's apologetic mes24th of February,
sage to the Senate on the
after the pretended removal, in which lie
or sought to
appeal,
says, “I have appealed,
to that final arbiter fixed by the constitution
for the determination of all such questions.”

“Prohibition.”—The following story is told
by tbe Galesburg, Midi., correspondent of tbe
Detroit Tribune:
A somewhat laughable incident occurred at
tile polls in this village on the day of election.
A Democrat, who was evidently a good deal
the worse for liquor, rolled up to a temperance
which was
man aud bolding
up a ballot ou

printed, “Prohibition.”
“Yes,” said be, “that’s

..

for Prohibition,

am

t

it?”

“Yes,” was tbe reply.
“It prohibits the d—d

nigger from

_

voting,

Again

receiving an affirmative answer, he
and cursing the nigstaggered away swearing
ballot with

and deposited liis
able conviction that the
be his equal.
ger

the comfort-

"nigger”

was

former views.
—A writer in the New York Tribune estimates that the agricultural press of America
is equal in ability, circulation and capital to
what the newspaper press in the whole world
was at the commencement of the
century.
—A Greek coin of great age has just been

brought to England from India, where it was
discovered. It is of gold, and is by weight
worth eleven guineas. The owner has refused
£700 for it.
—Bismark has been quite badly beaten iu
the late parliamentary elections in South GerOut of

many.

eighty deputies

elected in Ba-

varia, Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt and Wurtemberg, only twenty belong to the “National”
party.
—“Admiral” Senimes has received a letter
from “Lisutenant” John C. Brain, who is still
confined in Brooklyn prison, appealing for
aid. The Southern papers all urge their readers to contribute.
—Mr. Heiudrik Conscience, the celebrated
Flemish story-teller, seems to have followed
the example of Mr. Dickens, for he is reciting
his own tales iu Amsterdam, just now, to
crowded and gratified audiences. The fashion, instead of being a new or unworthy thing
in lite/ature, is a very old aud perfectly classical thing. No need to speak of Herodotus
reading bis own history, or of the poets, orators, and some ot the Emperors of Rome who
delivered their

compositions before large auThe fashion has also a romantic
prestige, for the best ol the old diseurs aud
troubadours followed it. The custom is good

diences.

enough to be generally revived and made a
popular feature in modern literature, tending
as it does to bring the people into contact with
the finest intellects of the time.

which

might lead to disagreeable complications.—
He proceeds:
I asked him why lawyers could not make a

impossibility

impeach-

come with little trouble.
—Horses are so scarce in Japan that cows
take their place, and the “war horse” of an
army officer is odo of these animals shod with
straw, and musical with little bells.
—In his admirable article on quotation and
Originality, in the last number of the North
American Review, Emerson sententiously remarks: “In literature, quotation is good only
when the writer whom I follow goes my way,

of delegates,258

no.

He approves the

der, the butter will

4
3
4
3
3
3
4
12
4
3
5
3
G
5

139
119

ter was

LETTERS OFCREDIT
Travelers

COUNTY.

Acton.

2

dish,
Westbrook,
Windham,
Yarmouth,
Si

follows:

as

stance ot the conversations was recited.

-AND

Fire

on
re-

ceive credentials.

and towns in the district is

article on the im-

thickens the inside skin, and keeps out the
air.
—The present is the greatest maple sugar
season Vermont has experienced “within the
memory of the oldest inhabitant.” One paper says that Sylvanus Morse, of East Montpelier, is the maple sugar king of the State.
He has 2,750 trees tapped, and thus far has
made 700 to 1,000 pounds. His total product
this year will probably be from five to six tuns.
The sugar product is equally great throughout the whole State.
—The Country Gentlemen says: If cows are
fed on early cut timothy, put up in good or-

majority fraction ot
forty votes will be entitled to an additional delegate.
The chairmen of the Several City and Town Committees are requested to forward the names ot their
delegates to the chairman of the District Committee

LUTHER BILLINGS, "rkigtou,

CongrtssSt.

delegate,

A

SAML. A. HOLBROOK,
JOHN WENTWOkTH,

HOUSE

BANK,

follows;

as

one

before

and one additional delegate for every seventy-five
votes cast for Joshua L. Chamberlain at the Guber-

G(*n. Macrmnu'w

April

come

The basis of representation will be
Each

an

—The death of Capt. Hartstein is announced to have taken place at Paris. He was au
officer in the American navy, and made the
celebrated voyage to the Arctic Ocean in
search of Dr. Kane and Sir John Franklin,
and was successful in finding Dr. Kane and
bringing him home.
—The last recipe for keeping eggs is, to place
them in boiling water twelve seconds. This

ihe 20th day of May next, and tor the tiansaction ot
any other business that may
tbe convention.

writing

des Deux Mondes.

Tuesday, .Tiny 5lhat 11 o’clock A. HI.,

GEORGE LIBBY, Westbrook,
GEO. H. KNOWLTON, Alfred,

HAVING

—Thiers is

peachment of the President, for the Kevue
ment.

M. A. BLANCHARD, Portland,
EDWIN B. SMITH, Saco,

made extensive additions to our stable
making as wo think the most convenient and
healthy stable in the city, and at the same time the
most easy of access, we are now prepared to take
a tew mote horses to board. Also we have put up a
few Box Stalls for parties who desire to keep their
horses separate. W« are also adding to our large
stock some first class Carriages and Horses for livery
use, and solicit a continuance of the very liberal
patronage bestowed on us heretofore. Hacking in
all its branches faithiully attended to. Baiting as
usual.
LIBBY & DOW,

V arietic«.

for the purpose ot selecting two Delegates to attend
the National Convention which meets in Chicago, on

Whole

J B Carroll,
William Deering,
N C Ri« ej
Alien Haines,
Frederick Robie,
John M Adams,
Samuel J Andersoi
J L Farmer,
Enoch Knight.

in

are

«

1868.

MCLteiian,

who

of sustaining the principles of the Republican
Party, and of standing by and executing the reconstruction policy ot the Congress of the United State*
in accordance with the recent call of the National
Committee, are invited and requested to send delegates to a convention to he held at the CITY HALL
thvor

corporation.
Dated at Portland this ninth day of March, A D
dacoD

Cumberland,

the Counties of York and

On

UNITED STATES INTERNAL REVENUE,!

Republican

Tlie

Congressional District cf Maine, compel ing

IN

Notice of Appeals.

Grades,

PERSON’S TROUBLED WITH

(Street.

JOSEPH C. NOYES, Treat.
13 eod to May 2

Westbrook,

prepared to supply the Country Trade
private families at the Lowest Cash Prices.
SMITH A BAKER.
Tukey’s Bridge, Westbrook, April 8, 1868-dtf

do16tf

Portland, April 11,apr

Soda and

Flour
and
and

T\E POSITS made on or before May 2nd, next,
\J will commence interest on that day.
The last Dividend was at the rate of Seven pci

Bakery,

Bridge.

-ALSO—
Common and Batter Crackers by Bbl.or Box
At the earnest request of mauy of the triends of
the late firm ot Peaisou & Smith we shall send a
Cart or Carts ihrough the city, about the 1st of May,
when due notice will be given.
We have selected the choicest brands of

Portland Savings Bank

Icent.

and commodious

Tukey's

Pilot,

Varnishing and Polishing done at short
notice, by

P.

new

Are now ieady to furnish their old and new customers with as good bread as can bo bad in the State,and
at the lowest market prices.
(jyDepot in Portland at the Store of Messrs.
WHITTEMOliE & STARBIRD. No 91 Commercial
Street, where one of the firm will be ready at all
times to wait on their customers with Superior and
Extra

PACKING AND SHIPPING FURNITURE,

W.

subscribers having commenced business at

their

Upholstering, Furniture, Repairing

Mar

E.

IRON RAILINGS, WINDOW SHUTTERS,

BREAD, BREAD, BREAD!

Enquire of

31 Free

O.

Portland, me.,
GENERAL SELLING AGENTS.

EATON BROTHERS.

April

LET.

market,
Portland, 16 Dec. 1867,

Co, Agent*.

Match_ Corporation.

W. &

pauy,

eodlm

Family

«3k

dcGeodly

THIS

Bev.

every

THE BEST IN THE WORLD.

FAMILY SCHOOL
For Boys.
GEO.

cnsc.

for

STEAM FIRE-FROOF SAFES!

SCHOOLS.

AT

morocco

speciflc

a

ordiuary di*ca*c a family is subject to, and a book of direction*, 810,00
Smaller family and Traveling cases,
with 20 to 28-vials,.from $5 to $8
Specifics tor all Private Disease*, both
for Curing and for Preventive treatment, in vials .and pocket cases,.$J to $5
tetf^These Remedies by the case or single Box arc
sent to any part of tbe Country,
by mail or express,
free ot charge on receipt of the price.
Address
Humphrey’* Wpecific
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMP V
Office and Depot No 562 Broadway, New York.
DR. HUMPHREY is consulted daily at his office,
personally or by letter as above, for all forms of dis-

IN

CHARLES PERRY.

No.

Furniture at the Old Stand
&

Portland Pier.

one

Island ol Cuba.

dtl

DOYJL.3E

to
E. CHURCHILL & CO..

same

Steam

longer in the employment of the HorBe
Railroad Company, 1 shall be pleased to see my
intends at my Shoe Store, 132 Middle Street, where
l£ball c dntiuue the purchase of Mutilated Currency,
or it not too badly torn will take it in exchange for
Boot6 and Shoes.
M. G. PALMER.
no

Possession

CUSTOMERS

NATHAN

April 1,1868.

the

PATENT MEDICINES !

Are prepared to make liberal advances on all kinds
of Lumber, Cooperage and Provisions, to any oi the
Ports of the Islaud, and their connections with the
first class Houses ol the Island, make this a desirable mode foi parties wishing to ship Goods to that

ami everybody else
themselves.

returning

Apr ll-d3t*

Store No. 3 Galt Block.

short

*•

Stable Notice.

Lost.

Waterhouse,)

Middle

STYLEI

OLD

LADIES Breast

A

—

lor others to make done at

Debility,Physi aiWeakness,.r0
50
Dropsy, nnd scanty Secretion^
Wea*ichue**, sickness from riding, 50
50
Gravel,
Kiduey-Disease,
Nervous Debility,
Seminal
Emissions, Involuntary Dis1 00
charges
Wore Mouth, Canker,
50
Urinary Weakuca*, wetting bed, 50

Work*

Drugs, Medicines, Paints,

Messrs.GHUROHLL, BROWNS & MANSON

ALL

only

ploy

April

a

All Garments Warranted.

NEW

We
first-class, low priced machine in the market.
will consign Machiues to responsible pat ties and emon
a
Full
Agents
energetic
particulars
salary.
and sample work furnished on application to W. O.
WILSON & CO., Boston, Mass.
jan 25.-d3m

IS

At the Lowest Prices.
•3P®CUTTING

our

WHITNEY.

STORE,_NEW

Low

General

and

AND

notice.

Walking Coats, &c.

.Dress

|

to introduce

wanted

Lost!

TIMOTHY,

10
“18
“19
20
21
*
22
23
*
24
25
2d
27
28

Guaranteed. THE

Day

a

A white breast and paws. Any PUP,
finding such
! dog
will be rewarded by leaving him at Paul Prince

a

BEING

make them into Garments of all kinds,

BEST

$20

Agents
STAB mUTTLE
EWING- MAGOOD
CHINES.
Stitch alike
both sides. The

in the

Call.

receive particular attention*

Upholstering, Furuilurc, Repairing, AApril 3-e<^r3m°°i8
PACKING AND

SHIPPING FORNITURE,
Varniahiug and Polishing done at ahorl
notice, by

ready

to

dtf

Advances made

Me.

WEBB,

Attorney

is

And PRICE.

$10

A Card.

Men’s and Boys’ Wear l

WORKMANSHIP

Furnaces,

Can be lonnd in their

Show C fiscs mid Office

from Market with

for

—

l-d2w

Wanted.

one

50 Bushels Millett.
lOO Bushels Hungarian Seed.
large and select assortment of Vegetable
and Flower seeds at Wholesale and Retail, at
Also

IN

A. M. MOYJB8 & SOM,

Goods !

8,000 Pounds Northern and Western Clover.
lOO Sacks Ked Top.
150 Bushels Golden Drep Spring Wheat.

April

Satisfaction / First Class Stock of Cloths I

__janelldtf

WeSton & Co.

Having just returned

centralnot to exceed $225 00. AdBox 2210, Portland.

we

SEE»,_SEEI>

February

pains will be spared to give

No

purchasing

GOOLD,

STAIRS,'

(UP

April

Portland.

E. DANA, JR.

IVo. 137 Middle Street

FBIENDS,

to

dtf

Merchant Tailor,

and Summer Wear,

And will be pleased to show them
OLD CUSTOMERS and NEW.

I

NATHAN

a

Wanted.
small family, no children,

ly located, ani

dress

General Agents for all the popular

BROWN’S NEW BLOCK.

desirable stock of Cloths

very

tor

Spring

Merchants !

a

and in addition to to these
on hand a foil line ot

332 Congress Street,

Law,

Corner of Brown and Congress Streets,

MERCHANT TAILOR,

FREEMAN & CO.,

Samuel Freeman,
E. D. Appleton.

B* Frost,

at

RENT for

GOODS !

of which will be sold at the LOWEST CASH
PRICES! No trouble to shore goods.

Solicitor of Patent*,
Has Removed to

J»16

Oflice Xo. 30 Exchange Street,

Commission

CLIFFORD,

H.

A

ALP AC CAS l

season,

Also,

OVAL!

E M

re-

line, of the best Crown Make, and at prices
to defy competition.
Wc are also just
receiving a complete line of

julyfldtf

Office.

Corner of Temple.

136 Middle Street,
MAINE.
PORTLAND,
BF"Cabh paid for Shipping Furs.
sep20dtf

BRILL,

ME

Counsellor and Attorney at Law,
has removed to 144$ Exchange Street, opposite pres-

dealer in

109

Belting,

92 MIDDLE STREET,

A.

Boarders Wanted.
FEW Gentlemen, and gentleman and wile, can
be accommodated with board, at
No. 224 Cumberland Street,
April 4. d2w#

on

f

Marrett & Poor’s New Block, where may be fcund a
full assortment of Leather Belting, as cheap, and
equal to any in New England. Belting and Loom
Straps made to order. Also for sale. Belt Leather
Backs and Sides, Leather Trimmings, Lace Leather,
Belt Hooks, Copper Rivets and Burs.
jyl9dtf

GOODS !

IMPOBTER,

JB JR jE W JE JR

•

Hag removed to

NO.

M

JH

Manufacturer of Leather

1868.-dtf

AND

S

•

BLOCK.

Cordage Manufacturers,

S.

being represented at this agency.

(Successor to J. Smith & Co.)

St.,

smurez

Caps,

others

no

Provisions,

02 Commercial

jau8<16m

First Class Companies,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,

BATH, ME.,

Nathan

and qualities, which we can sell at a
duction of 25per cent, from lormer prices.

2200 BUSHELS

REMOVAL.

Flour and

Including Full Gangs, Fishermen’s Hawsers, BoltKope, Point liope, Trawl Warp, Lath Yarn, &c.

AND-

Can be obtained in

and customers

PIERCE & CO.,
Biddet'ord Me.

4-d2w

LARGE NEWFOUNDLAND

By*AU persons desiring insurance of this character, are respeetftilly invited to call.
Portland, Feb. 7, 1868. feblldti

DEALER

QUILTS I

ot all sizes

April 6, 1868.

(BOYD’S BLOCK,),

BROTHERS,

AND

G. & J. T. DONNELL.

Joseph Howard, jy9’67-ly

Exchange St.,

L. C. Briggs & Co,

Co.,

PORTLAND, M

MARSEILLES

EASTMAN BROS.,

ALBION F. HARRIS,

303 Conjfreea 81, Portland, Hie,
One door above Brown.
Ja12dif

Attorneys

Day

to

FOR ANY AMOUNT,

PAINTER.

Ollce at the Drug Store of Messrs. A. Q. Sclilotter-

Removed

NOTICE.

happy to

purchased very cheap, and will be
sold at a very small profit.

were

keep constantly

OFFICE

No. 72

WE

N

all

this

_

Baker Wanted.
Want a good Cracker Setter, wbo we will pay
good wages. No one need apply that will
attend steadily to his work.

A

LINEN,&c.

INSURANCE AGENCY! Housekeeping Dry
Is

house in the western part oi this
city, suitable for a first class boarding
houf e. Apply to
SWEETSEU & MERRILL,
April 8, dlw*
161 Middle St.
a

PARTNER wanted with a small capital, to take
an interest in an old and long established business paying well.
A. J. COX & CO.
No. 351 1-2 Congress St.
Mar 25-d2w
Dealers in Real Es' ate.

and
llamavk, Vjineu
Lawn aud Cambric
Shirt Fronts,

adapted to the

SPARROW’S

Where Insurance of Every Kind,

Will be

furnished to order.

HOWARD &

CnwiiM, Pique*, Uril’nt*, Bird’s
JKye, Napkins, Doylies, Towels, Diaper Table e.lolhs

25
25
25

W hites, too profuse »enods,
25
1 roup, Cough, difficult Breath ng, 25
Walt Rhoniu,ErvsipeI‘s.Eruptions, 25
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Fains, 25
Fever A Ague, Cliill Fever, Ague, 50
50
Pile*, blind or bleeding.
Opthnlmy, aud sore or weak eyes, 50
« atarrh, acute or
ironic, Intiuenza,5n
W hooping Cough,violent Coughs, 50
50
AMihiua, Oppressed Breathing,
Ear Discharge*,Impaired Hearing,50
Wc rofula,in laj gnlGlands,Swellings, 50

First Collection District of Maine,
Assessor’s Office, 59 Exchange street, Portland,

Bent Wanted.

A

Checked and Striped Cambrics,
Swiwa mall, Swin Plaid* and Stripe*,
Nainsook*.
Bishop nnd Victoria

DRESS

Goods

who can devote all or part of their time to the
sale of this work, will not fail to be largely remunerated. Apply lor territory to
K. H. CURRaN, 48 Winter st., Boston.
Apr ll-dlm

ALFRED

Cloakings.

Tempest!”

men

not

complete, consisting in part ot

BLACK

the

Stilling

the

PRICE 93,75.
Farmers, Students, Business and Professiona

WANTED

BARE BAR-

“

“15

in

WASTED!
‘•Christ

Plain

which

Care B. S. Moulton,
Box 2918, Boston Mass.

..

Apr 1 l-dtm

Goods Department!

Is very tall and

REM OVAL.

Crockery,

Furnishing

HARRIS

338 Commercial St , (foot of JPark St.,)
au20dtf
Portland, Maine,

lffats and

febl3dtf

Senior partner of the late firm of

And Ship Joiner.

Furs,

No. 292

There is no other work of the kind in this country;
and those applying soon, the best opportunity ever
otl'ere.l to canvassing agents will be given.
A Salary o 1500 dollars per year will be
paid to
any efficient anil reliable agent who prefers it lo a
commission.
Ladies utten make the best of Town and County
agents. None need apply but those of strici moral
integrity. Address by letter
<J. MUNROE SKINNER,

SACRED ENGRA VING

OUR

order.

constantly
K. DEEKING,
Commercial Street, Hobson's Wharf, foot of

—-

B3F*Circular and Jig Sawing done with despatch.
Moilhiings of all kinds, Doors, bash and Blinds made

and

kinds,

some

25

Dy.seutery, Griping,
Colic,
Cholera-Morbu»Nnusea,Vomiting,25
t ough*, Colds, Bronchit’s,
2'5
Neuralgia, Tootliaelie, Facenche 25
El eudaehe*,Sick-Headache, Vertigo,25
25
Dyr.per>*ia, Billions Stomach,
25
WuppreHKcd or painful Fcriods,
Hllious

“17

thirty good men of pleasing address
to sell by subscription in New England anew
standard religious book needed in every Christian
iamily.

Store,

SPRING

Shawls and

all ot
sawed to

hand and tor sale by

on

Also, the manufacturing ot Parlor and
Drawing Room Furniture. Old customers will
please call, and with our increased facilities we shall
be able to give good bargains. Upholstering done to
order.
ARAD EVANS,
niarO-eodtf
WM. H, JOSSELYN.

W. H. PHILLIPS,

prepared to give
GAINS in

5
**
6
7
8
9
10
“11
“12
“13
“14

or

new

CLOAKINGS,

WHITE

Sashes and Blinds l

Doors,

business.

J

manufacturer

all

_apr!3dlw»
Wanted Immediately and Permanently.

in
every city ami town in N. E. to sell
and control territory for the
AGENTS
and celebrated

85 Federal St.
WM. L. WILSON.

are now

a

Under cover

Josselyn,

AND

(Thomas Block,)

S US SKUA

and

GIRLS can be accommodated with board at
No»55 Brackett Street, up stairs. Good references required.
Call Thursday or Friday afternoon
or evening.

Teas,

Wlifte (jroods&Linens

In lull

a new

Furniture,

Willard T. Brown, )
Portland.
Walter H. Brown,
bole Wholesale Agents lor the Boston Match Co.
lor Maine.
By permission refer to Dana & Ce., J.
W. Perkins & Co., Josiah H. Drummond, Burgess,
Fobes & Co.
june26dtl

G. A.

trade

BEE,

Spruce dimension,

Crop
the

at

Tea

SHAWLS,

South Side of Commercial Street,
On said wharf, I am now able to offer to the
good assortment of Long and Short

and will continue the

1*4 Commercial Street,

Orders solicited.

Wharf,

Removed to the

L TJ Nf

STURDIVANT.

style of

COURT,

beck &

Japanese

the buildings

Hobson’s

And

JVo. 1 Ere© Street Block.

W. T. BROWN & CO„
General Commission Merchants,

FRESCO

of

New

Selliug Cheap

New firm at the old stand

IVew Fork City.
ft3 Wall Street,
ggr~Commissioiier for Maine and Massachusetts.
Jon. 29 dtf

O.

Read

term of years

a

Notice.

Copartnership

8t.,

JOHN E. DOW, Jr.,

nr

for

fe24d3m

UtP,
25

No. 1 Cures fever*, Congestion, Inhumations,
2
Worm*, Worm-Fever, Worm-Colie,
11
3
Crying Colic or Teething of infants,
4
Diartiicrn of children or adult-*,

Of

Henry
Deming. The only
work rf the kind issued under the sanction and by the
authority of llrant himself. The author is 'well
known as one ol the most brilliant writers and eloquent oraturB in the country. Agents will find this
one of the most intensely
interesting biographies ever published in America, and will meet with a ready
sale. For particulars, address S. S. SCRANTON
& CO.. 126 Asylum st., Hartford, Ct.
April ll-d&wim

RECEIVED

Choice

eer j

White

High Street.

Old Site occupied by them previous to the

CARPENTER,

Some

Office

only

arc

FAIUILV CASKS

AGENTS
WANTED
GRANT. By Hon
C.

April

Jr.,

Britannia

to turn

FORBES & FLETCHER.
54 Kilby St., Boston.

Timber and. Piles Wanted.
to two hundred Maple, Oak or Hackmatack
Piles, not le3s than thirty-five feet in length and
ten inches in diameter at the top
e Iso trom thirty
to fitly thousand sound Hemlock Timber, twelve
inches square, fifteen, twenty and twenty-five feet
long, one-third of each length. Apply to
JOSEPH H\ WHITE,
apr!5d&w3w
Wharfinger of Union Wharf.

I,

THOMAS,
LAWYER,

leased

at the
HAVING

Notice.

I. F.

A

Kemoval.

undersigned have

G. W. COBB.
Mar 27-du

Have this day removed to the new and spacions store
erected lor them

V

of E street.

corner

Crop Teas.

Has removed to No 24 Exchange st.f Thomas Buildlebl8
ing, over Merchant's Exchange.
d3m

O.
W.
COBB & CO.,
Aiid having purchased the Stark Mills, are prepared
to furnish orders of every description of Lumber, at
Sturdivant’s Wharf, foot of Park St. Portland. Me.

AND

O

Step-

For sale by

At prices to suit the most economical.
Mar 27-dtf

THE

GE

B

and

Together with
Common Grades of Work,

M

and

EASTMAN BROTHERS

DINING-ROOM SUITS,

£

Wanted.
Experienced workmen
Apply to

TWO

TWENTY

Would announce to their friends and the public that
they have fitted up a room in connection with
the one they now occupy exclusively lor

LIBRARY,

travelling

U. Box 1017, this city.

TWO

STETSON & POPE,

Feb 29-dtt

CHAMBER,

subscribers having entered into copartnership under the firm name of

GOODS,

JAUNCKY

STOCK

PARLOR,

NOTICE.

DECKING, MILLIKEN & CO.,

Plank,
Flooring:

JUST

Embracing

K

formed a copartnership under the firm name of Pettengill & Lane, and
have t -ken the store corner of Cumberland and Wilmot Streets, formerly occupied bv Messrs. Rich &>
Far well.
E. D. PETTENGILL,
A. A. LANE.
Portland, March 25, 1868. mar26dtf

Bgp^The best place in the city to buy Plated and
Oreide Jewelry.
April 6. 18C8. d2m

at

Hard Pine
Hard Pine

_No 10 state st., Boston.

the

ay

Ware, and Eancy Goid-,

Boarders Wanted.

On hand, and sawed to dimensions.

Street,
a*

THOROUGHLY competent man,

A

Salesman, tor a Sma 1
Wholesale house. Address
April 17. dlw*

by

151 Commercial Street*
2,18G8.
dtf

NEW

Copartnership
THE

March

Wliart and Dock, First,

First Ciass Furniture I

W.

good assortment ot

WHEELER, READ & SMALL,

OF

W.

a

GROCERIES

New

Building well known
ARCADE,

CO.,

fT HE copartnership heretofore existing under the
X firm of Pettengill Brothers, Is this day dissolved by mutual consent, The business ol the firm will
be settled by R. F. Pettengill.
E. D. PETTENGILL,
R. F. PETTENGILL.
Portland, March 25,18G8. mar26dtt

Silver Plated Ware, die.,

And Solicitor in

Together with

Dealers S

EXTENSIVE

MITCHELL & Co.

Dissolution of

Jewelry,

Counsellor and Attorney

ALSO

Boards,

Where they axe prepared to offer their friends and
customers an

Successors to William H. Elliott wholesale dealers In

No. 90

the

2500 Bbls. Choice Southern White
Wheat Flour.
1200 Bbls. Choice Spring Wheat
Flour.

Hard and White Pine Timber

HAVE REMOVED TO

Maine

A. B.

FLOUR,

Mar 26-dlm

I,. DRESSER & CO.,

March 16.

gage.

MAIFFACT (JRERS,

hereafter by

on

their Mills, Clinton, Maine.
rush woods of all description manufactured,
and turning of all kinds done to order.
All Orders promptly attended to.
Office at the Mills. Clinton, and 178 Fore Street,

Muntz’s Yellow Metal Sheathing:,
February 18. d6m

Portland,

n. w.

-and-

at

Naylor <t- Co. ’s Cast Steel,

great fire.

(apr2dtt)

Furniture

THE

Also agents for the sale of

On the

91 Middle Street.

strout.

c.

Wanted!

ONE

Portland,

WALTER COREY & CO,

and

Tukey’s Bridge, Westbrook.
WM. J. SMITH,

at

FLOUIL

In store and for sale

Law,

at

CASCO BANK BLOCK,

partnership of Jas. P. Spaulding & Co, doing
a manufacturing business at Clinton,
Maine, is
this day dissolved by mutual consent:

OFFER FOR SALE

Middle

GAGE,

REMOVED TO

mar26dtf
24,1868._
Dissolution of Copartnership

St., Boston,

58 and 60

£T.

O V .A.

No. IS Free

March

WASHIHGION SIKKti,

M

REMOVAL!

WE,

Bes1 Refined Bar Iron,
Tin Plates,
Hoops, Bands and Scrolls, Terne Plates for Hoofing,
Plate, Angle and T Iron, Eng. and American Sheet
Rivet Iron, Swarf Iron,
Iron,
Bolt Iron, Spike Iron,
Russia and R G Sheet Iron
Ship and Railroad Spikes, linitat ion and French PolOval and hall round Iron,
ished Sheet Iron,
Shoe Shapes, Horse Nails, Galvanized Sheet Iron,
Norway and Swedes Iron Sheet Copper and Zinc,
and Shapes,
Banca, Straits & EngTin.
Norway Mail Rods,
Copper Bottoms and Brass
Steel 11 every description,
Kettles,
Tinmen’s iurnish’g goods, Iron Wire, &c.f &c.

DRY

E

and Counsellors
AttorneysHAVE
s.

B.—Our Coffee is prepared by the oldest
experienced Boaster in the city.

April 7. 1868. dtf

da.V'__aprUdSt*

ware.

100 Tierces Kettle rendered Lard.
75 Bbls. Clear Fork.
30 Ilhds. Choice Sagua Molasses

PORTLAND.

STBOTJT &

Notice.

METALS I

JOBBERS

dim

R

TARTAR,

the undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name ot SMITH
& BAKER, tor the purpose of carrying on the Bak-

IKON, STEEL,
TIN PLATES,
SHEET IKON,

103

LAW,

Office No. 1 Sturdivant Block,
lOO Exchange Si.,

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICES.

DANA & FITZ,

&

AT

HAS REMOVED TO

OrderB received from all parts of the State will he
promptly executed and satisiaction guaranteed.
March 31, 1868. dtf

C.
in Yellow Pine Timber and Ship
Stock. Orders solicited.
Keferknces—R. P. Buck & Co., New York;
Win. McGilvery. Esq., Searsport; Ryan & Davis,
Portland.
mar26dtf

Watches

PEABODY,

COUNSELLOR

155 Commercial Street.

__

OVAL.

Cor. Commercial and Park Streets.
N.
moit

Flour.

Apr. 17-d2w«

FASHIONABLE STYLE !

REM

apr 2

SALERATUS, Ac.,

WRIGHT & BUCK,
Proprietors of Greenwood Mill,

llO North

city,

upon reasonable terms.
We also call your attention
to our well selected stock 01 READY-MADE CLOTHING and Gentlemen’s Furnishing Goods.
April 4,186.*. dim

MERRILL,_

and

of New York,
good reliable man fo lake
tbe exclusive sale of Bostock’s
Self-Acting Tuck
Creaser and Guide for Sewing
Machines, for this city
and couuty. To a good party a raie opportunity is
offered. Call at Room No. 11, betweeu 9 and 11 to-

Magnolia, Archer, Edward.’, Walker’.,
Griffith’., F. F. F. G., Eagle
Steam, Imperial.
For sale by
MARK & TRUE,

•

Manulacturers of and Dealers in

TRAVELERS’ CREDITS

AND

MOST

Malting,

SIMONTON &

LONDON and PARIS.

mPORlfiBN

CROCKER,

N«. 103 Middle Street, Portland, Me.
March 9, 1868. dtl

114 State Street, Boston.

removed to

Wanted!
SITUATION as Book-Keeper, Cashier or something ol the kind. Have kept books and have
good reference. Willing to commence on small salary. Address for tliree day s
-A-* G. FRANKLIN,
,, IDM
Portland,*
April 17, 1868. d3t*

Wanted!
agent {of H. A. Dickinson,
would like to meet a
THE

CHOICE FACE GROUND

show them one of the best 'laborwhich he will manufacture to

can

ing stocks in the
order in the

BOSWORTH,

Dress

Flour,

OPPOSITE
see

-AND-

PAGE, KI0HARLS30N & Co,

HUNT.

April 7, 1868. <l2w

87 MIDDLE STREET,
CANAL BANK, si ore recently occupied by J. Burleigh, where he will be nleased to
all bis old friends and customers, and the public

generally, and

Fashionable Millinery

Street,

PAGE.

WO.

STERERS,

III.

Central Wharf, ior sale by

GEORG ill 8.

They

A

MERCHANT TAILOR! Spring & Winter Wheats Flour!

N». 31 Union Street,.Portland, Me.
ESP* Coloring, Whitening, and Job Work promptly altnnded to.
apr3d3m

AGENTS FOR THE

<S>

at

NAT I ON A I,

irorn (lie most

perfectly ad pted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes cannot be made in using them; so harmless
as to be free from danger, and so efficient :>s to be always reliable.
They have raised tlio liighe. t commendation Irora all, and will a1 ways render satisl'acion.

ic organ in the United States, and may therefore be assumed to be a true index of the general Democratic sentiment of the countiy,

Saturday Morning, Apiil 18,1888.

Humphrey’s Homoeopathic Specifics,
a’i

The La Crosse Democrat, a paper which has
double the circulation of any other Democrat-

PORTLAND.

CURANTUR,

ample experiPROVED,
entire success; Simple—Prompt- EffiHAVE
ence,
the
Medicines
cient, and Reliable.

€«.„«„ Street.

Stocker, from

Bark 1a. T.

Oauu»a,

MUItPHV,

having

Stucco and Mastic Workers,

of the

good employment

lind

CHARLES CUSTIS <£ CO.,
April IT-da

Cargo

Landing

of

name

IRoNER,

can

by applying immediately to

<12w

J. H.

Agent

*

50 Tierces,

8I61IL1BUB

THAT IS A VERT GOOD WASH

per annum, in advance.

i*oiacror’> r»i»coiii-M> ou the Vna| yien’»
« hrislian Associations.

DAILY PRESS.

No. f>.

S1MILIA

WOMAN'
AN D

Muscovado Molasses t

Street,

REMOVAL.

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

Trimmings!

"FULLER,

WINSLOW
April 13,1868.

Hogsheads,

choicest ol everything in

with the

under the firm

STEVEHTS,

BROWN

OF

BUCK8TILLE,

Wares,

Nt. 1 Sturdivant Block, (lOO Exchange St.)
(It^’Office Hours 11 to 12 A. M. and 3 to 4 P. M.
April 3-d* wtf

AND

LOANS OF

h.

Free

PROVISION LINE !

Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.,
HAS REMOVED TO

WOOTjEJTS,

on

heretofore,

as

Middle and Pearl Streets,

State

Office No.
Street,
Second House from H. II. Hay’s Apothecary Store.
Ether administered when desired aud thought
advisable.
jy22eodtl

EXCHANGE

lic,

the

Sanborn’s Patent Steam Fire Proof Sate?.
April 4th-d4m

HI.

490

L.mmliess Wanted.
A Lit

$8.00

Terms
MISCELLANE) >US.

_WAft'orsi?.

REMOVED TO

ferve

K^'Agents tor Maine for the Washington Manufacturing Co’s Cloth Button Hole Paper Collars and
Cuffs.
Also Agents for Singers’ Slicing Machines, and

DENTIST,
13 1-4 Free

Bankers and

oi'

89

CO.

Centre and Middle Streets, and will
BETWEEN
be happy to
their customers and the pub-

PORTLAND.

Dr. W. R. Johnson,

Francis

No.

Woolens,

Ami Small
Corner

K«;«U¥ES*s CARDS.

Union

WINSLOW &
HAVE

in

Dry Goods,

_

56

muscovado”molasses]

S.

lg-dtf__
and

tion.

KIDDBFOKB,

REMO VAL.

and Counsellor at Law,

TRUE & CO,
WOODMAN,
Dealers
Importers

quent insertion.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
ot the State) lor $1.00 per square lor first insertion
and 50 cents per square for each suhsiquent iuser

Tailors’

FRANK,

PORTLAND,.MAINE.

Rates of Advertised.—One inch of space, in
nt column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week. 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuity every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents: one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week at ter.
Unde head of “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
per week; three inserti ns or less, $1.50.
Spec ial Notices, $1.,;5 per square lor the first
Insertion, and 25 cents per square lor each subse-

length

JOBBERS

P.

Next Door above Casoo Bank.

in advance.

TH0MES, SMARD0N

NEitUUilM>i8B

NO. 99 MIDDLE STREET,

THE

Invariably

REMOVALS.

BUSINESS CARDS.

day, (Sunday excepted.) at No.
Exchange, Exchange Street, Portland.
every

MORNING, APRIL 18, 1868

SATURDAY

PORTLAND,

7.

Vol.

not to

—The author of “Proverbial Philosophy”
contributed a poem of seven stanzas
to a newspaper called the Rock, which a high
ciitical authority declares to be more ineffable

recently

rubbish than Tenuysoa’s latest lyrics. The
theme is the bones of some assumed martyrs

recently dug
investigation

up at Smithfield. Subsequent
and scientific examination disclosed the remaius to be those of a martyred
auarseiiwomen sang the
Marseilles the ether day. They were
employed iu a Government cigar manufactory, and as the tobacco leaves served out to
them weri too dry to work with, they chose
this way of asking to have them dampened.

—Light hundred

laise”

in

Eight hundred French citoyennea singing this
omiuous chant is a fact of fearful significance.
Will they dance the Carmagnole next?
—A case of genuine ancient leprosy exists
in the Montreal Hospital, the patient being a
lumberman, who has been prostrated with the
loathsome disease for eight years.
—In New Bedford, while workmen were re-

cently repairing the bottom ot the bark Napoleon, a plank was removed in which was found
the sword of a billfish, which had been thrust

:he plank three inches, aud three aud
half inches into the timber.
—Tlie ghost business is extending in Minnebut unlike
sota. St. Paul has started a ghost,
to make
his Minneapolis brother he refuses
himself visible.
—In Quincy, 111., au eagle swooped down
that had been left alone by the
upon a baby
and carried it away,
river bank by its mother,
and it lias not since been seen.

through
a

_Sham diamonds

are

now

made to deceive

experienced jewellers, who trust to the
eye alone, and the only means of detecting a
spurious gem is by weighing it aud ascertaineven

ing its temperature.
—The Tetofsky is a new apple from Russia;
is sour, of flue quality, hardy, grows uearer
the north pole thau auy other, and blossoms
and

ripens within sixty days.
lady who was startled out

of sleep by
trying to enter the house, cried out,
“Who is there?” “Your late husband," was
the impertinent reply.
A Turkish bath (for ladies only)—the Bos—A

some

one

—

phorus.

PBESB.j

THE

Saturday Morning, April 38,1358.
5^” First. Faye to-day—Cren. Sherman's
Tes 'rnouy;
Pomeroy’s Discourse on the
Young Men’s Christian Associations; Varieties.
Fourth

Page—The Caraactagent.

Chief Justice t-haseThe air of lofty and virtuous superiority
with which the Independent reads Mr. Chase
out of the Kepubiican party has seldom been
matched. "We recall but one instance of an
equal exhibition ot moral grandeur, aud that
is the demeanor of Mr. Pecksniff when bid-

ding Tom Pinch to “go iorth.” Mr. Chase has
undoubtedly suffered iu the public estimation
from tlie persistency with which the Independent aud a few other newspapers have
urged his claims upon the Kepubiican party
for the next Presidential nomination. There
has been an uneasy suspicion that Mr. Chase
had authorized this course and was actively
not to say intriguing, for tlie nomination. The spectacle presented by an officeseeking Chief Justice was not edifying. There
is a very general and very well-founded belief,
that the man who cannot accept as a finality
tho high station which Mr. Chase holds, as the
head oi one ot tlie three great departments of

working,

t he government, ought not to accept it at all.
Mis tenure is a life tenure, because wc want a
man who is to serve us iu that high cupacitv
to give bis undivided attention to the legitimate duties of bis office. If he would accept a

nomination, ireely tendered, to any other offioe, be is so iar a worse judge. If he would
actively seek any other office he is unlit to
preside over the Supreme Court.
Well, there have been rumors witbin a lew
days that Mr. Chase had said he hoped his

Religions
—

A

]

lutelHg-®11®®-

correspondent

who writes-us from Cum-

berland Centre, has lately discovered,in looking over some old papers, a document of unusual interest, it is a letter written by the
Rev. Edward Payson, and addressed to the
“Church and Congregation of the Second
Congregational Society in Portland.” It is
signed by Payson, is endorsed on the back
“Rev. Edward Payson’s Acceptance of his
Call;” and its contents exhibit the humility,
the earnestness and the deep, Christian faith
of the writer. If the paper referred to by our
copy but the original
correspondent bo
letter of acceptance sent by Mr. Payson to
the society with which he was so long associated, then it is indeed to many persons a very
not

a

interesting document.
—The Rev. Mr. Willian of Trinity church,
Lewiston, recently received a flattering invitation to become an assistant Rectoy of one of
the most influential New York churches; but
lias yielded to the urgent entreaties of his
people to remain with them still longer.
—Rev. O. H. 'True, tor four years pastor of
the Eree Baptist church in West Lebanon delivered bis farewell discourse March 29. He

charge of

has taken

a

church in North Scitu-

ate, R. I.
—ltev.

indsor, of the First Parish

ft. \\

(Congregational) of Saco, on Sunday last resigned his pastorate, to take elfect from that
day.
—The Rev. Horatio Ilsley has removed to
South Freeport, and commenced preaching to
the Congregational Society there.
—The School Street Universalist Church at
Boston has invited the Rev. Henry J. Cushman to become associate pastor with Dr.
Miner; and has also voted that the relation oi
Dr. Miner to the society, as senior pastor,
shall be a perinament one.
—Ten missionaries of the American Board
are about to sail for different stations, eight of

would not again bo mentioned in connection with the Presidency. These rumors,
if true, are creditable to the Chief Justice.
The Independent coufiiins ibeiu, saying on
Mr. Tilton’s return from Washington, “We

Three of these go to
the Bulgarians, a numerous and most interesting people in the northwestern part of the

have reason io believe that Mr. Chase
would uot accept the Republican nomination,
even if it were tendored.” It is difficult to resist the impression that Mr. Chase lias at any
1 ate administered a well merited rebuke to bis
too officious advoca te. But the Independent
proceeds to say, We have equal reason to believe that he would accept the Democratic
nomination, if it could be tendered on a platform

of these people,
twelve missionaries.
—A now religious sect, called the Nazareues,
which has arisen in Hungary, is attracting
Its members are at
cou-iderable attention.
present confined to the lower classes. They
are ultra-Protestants, and their rapid increase
is looked upon with alarm by the Catholic

name

now

not inconsistent with his xoell known views of xxegro suffrage." This is equivalent to saying that
Mr. Chase will accept the office of Emperor of
the Moon, if a sale and convenient railway can

whom

Turkish
sia.

There

church

on

idle

to say in

plain words, “We have neither authority, nor
ku owledge, nor uish, nor right, to state the

position,

indicate the views, or hint the purSuch a confession, we
pesos of Mr. Chase.
venture to say, was never before made under
similarcir •'umstanees. The Independent knows
nothing about the matter, except possibly
th it Mr. Chase desires to be henceforth relievor

ed of its troublesome advocacy.
It that is all, it is, as we have already said,
extremely creditable to the Chiet Justice. His
conduct during the impeachment trial has
beau, so far as we tan judge at this distance,
absolutely blameless. He has presided with
the impartiality of a judge. If anybody expected of him tho rigor of a prosecutor, the
fault was in the expectation which lias been
We believe Andrew
justly disappointed.
Johnson guilty and expect to see him convicted; but he is entitled to a fair and impartial
trial, and such a trial we are glad to believe he
has thus far received.
“All Onk Way."—We

are

not

in the habit

placing implicit confidence in all that we
see in the Argus, having found that items of
current political intelligence receive a
strong
partisan coloring before getting into type in
that paper. The following paragraphs from
of

are

in the army. They at'ach the
highest importance to the Word of God, and
Their
peruse it diligently in their homes.

government is

and its destructive measures goes on, and the

people,

from New

England

to

Nebraska,

are

uttering their voice in tones which the Impeachment plotters will be compelled to hear
and heed! Chicago revolutionized, and giving 1,000 majority ior the Democrats;— Cincinnati. St.^Louis, Louisville, and evei'y other city
of the H'est, all Democratic, and some by quadruple their former majority—Michigan killinq

Radicalism by 35000 majority !
The italics are ours. We protest against a
wholesale fabrication like the above in the interest of any cause, and especially of a bad
one. We have once before corrected the statement that the Democrats have carried Cincinnati. The principal town in
Nebraska, Omaha, has this year given a Republican majority
for tho first time. The Republicans have carried by decisive majorities, Madison, Wisconsin, St. I’aul, Minnesota, and Peoria, Illinois,
all hitherto strongholds of the
Ke-

Democracy.

nosha, which went Democratic last year, and

Racine,

which is usually very close, have
Republican municipal tickets. The
Republicans have also, aside from the vote on

chosen

the constitution in which party lines were not
observed, carried Michigan by their usual majority. In Wisconsin they have increased
their majorities by several thousand votes.

Toledo, Ohio, Lawrence, Kansas, and Indianapolis, Indiana, have all gone Republican. In
Cleveland the Republican gain is one thousand. In Dayton, tho home of
Vallandigham

the Democrats were defeated almost for the
first time. Nor can we allow the claim of St.
Louis to go unchallenged.
The successful

candidates were pretty evenly divided between
the two parties. On the whole the
municipal
elections in the Western States show large Re-

publican gains. It is not often that a sagacious
political paper makes so many gross errors
in a single paragraph as the Argus has in the
one we hava quoted and demolished point
by
point.
The Erie Railroad Disaster.—The jury
at Port Jervis, in the case ot one of the vie
tims of the recent railroad
massacre, for a
wonder, flud somebody to blame, though they
do not venture to say who. Here is the verdict:
From the evidence before us we have arrived at the conclusion that the
deceased, Tobias
Elriohs, came to Iris death from injuries received by the cars of the Erie railroad being
thrown from the track at Can’s rock, lVun.,
the accideut being caused by a broken rail.—
The occurrence, in our opinion, might have
been avoid d had the train run at less speed,
owing to tbe unsafe condition of the road.
Poliltcal Note*.
The Ciucionatti Gazette says that if Mr
Wade should succeed Mr. Johnson, be will
save to the tax-payers between cow and tbe
4th of March filly million dollars
by turning
out corruptionists and filling iheir plates with
honest men.
Tbe editor ol tbe Chicago Tribune is mentioned as the most likely successor of Yales
as Chile] States Senator (rum Illiuois.

Col. John 8. Preston, of Columbia, 8. C., evevidcntly understands where to look for sup

port. He urges his friends South to act with
the Democratic oarty of the country, the
purpose* of which party, he says, are “to.
make one more effort to regain our lost
liberty,
this time by peaceful action.”

The Iioaton Post thinks that Geu. Hancock
to receive the Democratic nomination

ought

for t tbe Presidency. The chief qualification
dwelt upon by the Post, is Hancock’s alllauce
with the rebels in tbe filth military district.
The majority of the Republicans iu Wisconsin at the late judicial electiou is now stated
at six or seven thousand.
ue

election

an

in

Louisiana

yesterday

and Continues
to-day. There are three State
and Congressional tickets.
The candidates
lor

Governor

arc

H.C. AVarmonth, Radical;

Joshua Baker,
Democrat; and J. G. Taliafer.o, who is styled a
Conservative though he is
supported by the New Orleans
Tribune, a paper owned and edited by
blacks, which claims
to represent the true
Republican party of
Louisiana. V. E.
Dumas, candidate lor Lieut.
Governor on the Taliaferro
ticket is a colored
man.

General Grant, it is said, meets all
inquiries

for his views on the impeachment
matter with
the Biiuple remark that he prefers not to

con-

upon that subject.
A call lias been issued for a Maryland State
Convention in Baltimore, on the 6rli of May,
for the ostensible purpose of “reorganizing”
the Republican party in that State.
The
verse

strenuously opposed by the BalAmerican, and other Republican pa-

movement is
timoie
pers.
1 iie

anniversary of Lincoln’s assas-ination
was celebrated
by the Baltimore Council ordering the name of Lincoln street to he
changed.

Secretary Welle,
the President
his

is on

appearance

scene

on

having

just learned that

trial in the

Thursday

through his spectacles.

Senate,

and

made

view’d

the

The New Jersey Legislature
adjourned sine
die yestereay, after passing eight hundred
and
thirteen hills. Gov. Ward vetoed the
incidental
hill on account of stationery, an item of sorno
$13,000. This item last .tear was some $22,000.
The Governor thinks it a growing evil and unconstitutional.
over

the veto.

Both Houses passed the bill

Congregational,

hut

rather exclusive toward other Christians. They are said to he mainly confined to
the country, hut to have made converts in

they

are

Pesth, Vienna, and other cities.
-Iu a recent a:tide ill the Congregationa'ist, Prof. Calvin Stowe speaks as follows
about the Jews:—“The present aspect of ju"
daism throughout Christendom is well nigh
astounding. I take regularly three Jewish
newspapers, two in English and one in German, and every week they contain articles
against Christianity, very determined, and not
unfrcquently hitter and violent. The Jews
are very
active, and rapidly growing in
wealth and influence. There are ten regularly
employed preaching rabbis in New York city,
and nearly as many synagogues. Cincinnati
is not behind New York iu this respect, and

five in Boston.
They are
establishing schools ot the highest order, and
h ive commenced opefations for an American
Jewish National university of the highest
class, and they already have one or two theological seminaries. As to their spiritual aspirthere

are

four

or

some of them seem devout and sober;
but their writers mostly, so far as I have seen,
are about on a level with the “Radical” published in Boston. They seek no pioselytes,
but are the deadly enemies of Christianity.”

ations,

The

It lias

Slate

Fair.

been seven years since the State
have deemed it proper or
useful to hold a State Fair. The time has now
arrived when the people detnaud a revival of
now

Agricultural Society

this exhibition, which formerly did so much
to stimulate the agriculture and mechanical
industries of the State.
Fortunately the
Board of Trustees of the Agricultural Society
comprises at this time some of the most able
and experienced agriculturists among our citizens. They are Hon. Seth Scamman,of Scarborough, President, and Mr. Boardman, the

junior

editor of the Maine

Farmer, Secretary.

The other members of the Board arc Hon.
Samuel Wasson and Hon. Warren Percival,
both formerly of the Senate, Col. G. W. Bicker, of Bath, and Hon. Seward Dill, of Phillips.
The Trustees have been in session in this
city sinco Wednesday, occupied with the revision of the premium list and with the preliminary arrangements for the Fair.
They adjourned yesterday to meet at some place, yet

undetermined,

Thursday, the 30th of the
present mouth, when they will decide what
town or city has offered sufficiently liberal
on

propositions to entitle
the place for holding

it to he fixed upon as
the Fair. The requirements are not extravagant, and there will no
doubt be considerable competition on the part
of different localities to determine which shall
A suitable
answer them most satisfactorily.
place lor the exhibition of stock with pens and
other conveniences, a good track for trotting,
a eommudious hall for the display of horticultural and

mechanical

products,

a

Sheridan, Sherman, Howard,
and Beecher.
The
full < nough to gratify without

Buckingham, Phillips

sketches are
satiating the natural and laudable curiosity
respecting the circumstances under which
such characters as those for which these

uever

stand

were

published. Perha* s the most remarkable feature of the book is the care with which the national and family traits of each character have
been studied in connection with the circumstances by which they were moulded. The
book is published by subscription only, and we
are not surprised to learn that a large list, over
two hundred and fifty, has been obtained in
thi>-

city. Mr. John Russell is the ageut of the
publishers here, and will begin to deliver the
book to subscribers in a few- days.
The Bondholders Again.—The cry against
the bondholders raised by the Democrats some
time since has almost completely died out.
There is no mystery about it, for the subject
has been thoroughly ventilated. It has been
fouud that the war was not declared against
the rich, but against the poor. The following
of the character and condition of the bondholders in Cincinnati, taken
from a published list in that city, shows conclusively that it is not the rich alone that are favored by the exemption of United Stales bonds

accurate statement

from taxation:
The whole number of bondholders is seven
hundred and twenty-eight, of whom only ninety-four hold sums of over one thousand dollars
each, and only four over ten thousand each.
The highest single amount is $17,420, belonging to the estate of A. Harkness. Six hundred and thirty persons hold sums of less than
one thousand dollars each.
The names of a
large proportion of these bloated aristocrats”
indicate that they are of German and Irish
extraction. We do not doubt that a similar
investigation would reveal a proportionately
similar list of “aristocratic bondholders” in
every locality. The rich don’t invest largely
iu bonds because they can do better. Government bonds are the poor man savings banks.

bation of his colleagues. All look on with
admiration and without visible jealousy* at tbe marvellous combination of keenness, vigor, fertility ol ex|>eJiont, audacity, and
assurance with which he carries ou the case.
Always on the skirmish line,—keeping up an
in.essant fusillade,—popping
at
a
away
glimpse ot the foe whether it appears at the
counsel table, on the witness stand, in a senatorial desk or in the chair o( the Chief Justice,
—keeping the cuemy busy and keeping them
very busy—is Mr. Butler, cool and at bis ease,
from tbe opening of the court to Us adjourum 'lit.
But the heavier artillery of his associates is not always silent; his readmes* gives
them time to get into action; and the points
which be exposes ill his rapid survey of each
new aspect of the field are
generally elaborated aud hammered upon by those who follow
him."

were

sex.

Au

English periodical, Saturday

tteview, has published a succession of elaborarticles, the stupidity of which was only

ate

equalled by

their thinly disguised
pruriency,
lIJ which the writer undettook to show that
the modern young lady is as close an
approximation to total depravity as can ever existIn France

Bishop Doupauloup, the leading
Catholic prelate of the Empire, has combatted
with thunders stolen from the Vatican a moveto

place

the education of young ladies in
the hands of the civil authorities instead of the
clergy*, holding that their innate depravity is
saeh that it must he restrained by extraordinment

struck

on

his head with an
man had been

The wife of the murdered

axe.

intimate

with a man named Dave, who is
charged with committing the deed. It is supposed that his wife left the house door unfastened with the understanding that Dave should
euter and murder Latfery in his sleep. Both
are

under arrest and will be examined to-mor-

row

morning.

Trouble in Nassau.—We regret to learn
that our esteemed lriends in Nassau, N. P.
are in trouble. The latest news is of the 12th,
and comes by the way of Havana. At that
date the legislature had not only refused to
grant the annual supplies, but had passed a
bill repealing the church endowment. Gover-

Rtwson, naturally indignant at such revolutionary conduct, immediately dissolved the
nor

and

legislature

a

new

election is

going

amidst the greatest excitement. The new
islature is to convene on the 26lh ol May.

on

leg-

OTaine Conference—Third Day’s Proceed*

Inga.

Brunswick, April 17, 1868.
Conference was opened this morning witt
religious service conducted by Rev. J. Mooar
Bishop Simpson presiding.
Leave of absence was granted to C. W
Morse. J. O. Thompson, M. B. Cummings
anl H. Chase were elected to Deacon’s orders
C. W. Scott, J. R. Masterman, A. D. Dexter
J. J. W. Simpson, James H. Moore, J. A.
Strout, J. Budden, and J. H. Pillsbury were
admitted on trial. J. Allen and S. F. Strout
were readmitted to conference. Seth Martin
and J. J. Wellman were elected to local deacon’s orders.
me subject ot lay delegation was made the
order of the day for Saturday A. M., 9 o’clock.
Conference proceeded to fix the place of the
next conference.
Invitations werfe received
from Saco, A ugusta, Saccarappa, Skowliegan

and Bath. The conference finally decided to
hold their next session at Saccarappa hy a
unanimous vote.
Notice was given postponing till further notice the dedication of Congress street M. E
Church in Portland, in consequence of the engagements of Bishop Simpson which will call
him away. Bev. Mr. Hernng, pastor of the
Baptist church in Brunswick, and Bev. Mr.

O’Brion, delegate
Convention, were

of the

Baptist

Maine State
introduced and extended to
the conference fraternal greetings. The report
of state of the work, especially the mission

work,

was

Bev. Dr.

very cheering.

Harris, President of Bowdoiu Col-

introduced and addressed the conlege,
ference, inviting the members to visit the college. Conference voted to make the call on
Saturday afternoon at 4 o’clock. Several minwa3

isters from the East Maine and New England
Conferences are present and received warm
greetings. Wm. McDonald, and Br. Ingalls
of the New England Conference were intro-

duced; also Brs.Arey and Winslow from the
East Maine Conference, and Bev. Mr. Ballard
of the Episcopal church.
The

business of the conference is

goiug

through the mill rapidly and unless there is a
prolonged discussion on the question of Lay
Delegates, we shall get through hy Monday
S.
evening.
\y
State News.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Kennebec Journal says there is an unusual degree of sickness
prevailing in Augusthis spring. A physician tells the Journal
that the average number ol patients visited
by
him daily in Augusta and Hallowell. is not
far from one hundred. The prevailing disease
is scarlet fever of a malignant type.
The Hallowell Gazette says it is confidently
believed that an incendiary set the fire which
burned the stable and church in that city on
Thursday luorniug. Several ineffectual efforts
to burn the stable have been made within two
or three years.
The Hallowell Gazette says the portrait of
the lamented Lincoln, for the purchase of
which an appropriation of $1,000 was made by
the Legislature of 1867, was received at the
State House this week. It was painted by A.
H. Bicknell, of Boston, formerly of Maine, a
young artist of much promise. The work is
spoken of by good judges as being a superior
specimen of portraiture.
ta

KNOX COUNTY.

Mr. John Edmund Wade, of South Thomaston, formerly of Rockland, was lost overboard from the schooner Concord, in Boston
Bay, on Wednesday morning, the 8th instant.
His age was 38 years.
OXFORD COUNTY.

reproach upon the character aud conduct

of the lair

ary means. Passing to this country we find
the New York Times printing highly-colored accounts of magnificent gambling bouses
in that city, of which ladies alone are patrons.
The Washington Chronicle speaks of the existence ol the same class of establishments at
the national capital.
These last two stories
prove to be complete labrications.
This Queen lias
telegraphed a message of
condolence to Mrs. D’Arcy McGee. Of course
5 lu *las'
always is lavish of sympathy in
sucli cases, and it
has even been known, in
case oi
colliery explosions, to take the form of a
hve pound note. Victoria
is a nice little woman, full of benevolent
feeling and possessing
all the domestic virtues and
graces, hut withal
miserly to an almost incredible extent.
The strangest and most improbable
story
that has gained currency for years, in that
which tells how James Gordon Bennett editor of the New York Herald, became involved
in the
Gettysburg Asylum lottery swindle,commended it to the
public favor iu his paper, and
alterward, finding that the whole affair was a
gross fraud, redeemed all the tickets
presented at his office dollar
for dollar.

Deering Hall—Theatre.
VEW

ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

Pnclfic Railroad—Fisk & Hatch.
Boots and shoes—A. Guwell.
Special Meeting, M. L. A.
Insurance—Loring & Thurston.
Oils—Wm. A. Hyde.
Furniture—Adams & Purinton.

vested in the

At Brunswick, of W. U. Fields.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham of News Agent.
At Bath of J. O. Sh *.w.

Proprietor*.

Hotel proprietors who are subscribers to the
Daily Press. or who become so by sending their
names and the pay for one
year’s subscription
to the office, can have their name, the name
and location ot their hotel published in the
Press under the head of Hotel Directory
once a week, during
the continuauce of their
subscription without charge.
Uelijgion* Notices.
New Jerusalem Society.—The services of the
New Jerusalem Society will bo held in the library
Room of Mechanics' Hall, to-morrow morning, at 10*
o’clock. Sermon by Rev. Mr. Hayden, from Exod,
xiv, 15; Speak unto the children ot Israel, that they
go lor ward."
Second Universalist Church, Congress, near
the corner of Locust streets. Rev. J. H. fiewes will
occupy the desk to-morrow afternoon and evening.
Sabbath School in the forenoon.

Spiritualists.—Rev. J. O. Barrell, of Illinois,
formerly Universalist preacher, will lecture in Temperance Hall to-morrow at 3 and 7$. Admission 10

cents.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—There will be
services at the Mountfort Street Church to-morrow
(Sunday) at the usual hours. Preaching by Rev.
John T. Havslctt. sabbath School at close oi the
afternoon service. All are invited.
Street Church.—Rev. Mr. Rockwell, of
Brooklyn, N. Y will preach at State street Church
to-morrow morning and evening.
State

Allen Mission Chapel.—There will be a Sabbath School Concert at Alien Mission Chapel, Locust
street, to-morrow evening, commencing at 7$ o’clock.
Services in the forenoon as usual. The public are

We learn from the Oxford Democrat that
Mr. Asa Melntire, of Fryeburg, attempted to
drown himself last Sunday at tile toll bridge
in that town. He was rescued after floating
some dozen rods down stream,
part of the
time at the surlace and part oi the time beneath. Melntire was badly injured last winter by tbe falling of a tree, breaking his jaw
sh mlder, and injuring his head. Since then,
once in a while, he labors under fits of insanity. It was during one of these, that the attempt of life was taken. Monday he appeared as well as usual.
The town of Peru has voted not to aid the
Portland & Oxford Central Railroad in its extension.
A haunted house is reported in Peru. One
man who
attempted to eutcr was booted in
such a spirited manner that he was disabled
for several days.
X'lBUAXA'jUlS

UUU.NTY.

A very fatal disease lias for some weeks prevailed hete among horses, similar to the
pneumonia among horned cattle.
It runs its
length in a few days, and on post mortem examination the lungs present the appearance of
a mass of
jelly. Many valuable horses have
died.
In this county the best quality of pine lumber is nearly exhausted and the market is
largely supplied with spruce and hemlock.

Y. M. (J. A.—Regular prayer meeting at the
every day, from 12* to 1$ o’clock, and Wednesday and Saturday evenings, from 8 to 9 o’clock.—
Ladies are invited to attend. Also prayer meetings
Mission Chapel, I> ering’s Bridge, and at Tukey's
Bridge every Thursday and Sunday evenings. •
P.

rooms

Second Parish.—By the continued courtesy ol
the First Parish Dr. Carruthers will preach in their
church to-morrow at3 P. M. Sabbath School and social meetings as usual in the Y. M. C. A. rooms, corner of Brown and Congress streets.
St Paul’s Mission, at Reception Had, City build*
Rev. N. W. Taylor Root minister in charge. Services will be held tach Sunday; morning service at
10$, and evening ‘service at 3 o’clock. Seals free.
All ate invited Co attend.

ing,

Supreme Judicial Court.
APRIL TERM.—^ARROWS, J, PRESIDING.
Friday.—In the case of Nathan Huse & ala. v.
Henry B. Hart & als action of tiovor to recover the
value or 3468 sheep skins, the jury returned a verdict
for plaintiff for $4304.21. The case goes up on exG. F. Emery.
P. Barnes.
No. 99 —Samuel M. Knight v. F. O. J. Smith.
Trespass. The action is brought to test the legality
&

Bradbury.

doings of the Presumpscot Land and Water
Co. in cutting the canal through plaintiff's property. The County Commissioners awarded plaintiff
$2,166.66 f >r land takeu, which amount has been paid
to plaintiff, but bo declines giving a deed and brings
ot the

this action to recover
J. & E. M. Rand.

a

further amount. On trial.
F. O. J. Smith.
I. W. Parker.

At the opening of the Court Saturday morning the
docket of actions markei for trial, inside ot No. 200
will be called, in order thac cases may be assigned
for next week.

Municipal

Court.

JUDGE KINGSBURY

PRESIDING.

Friday.- John A. York and John W. Day were
before his honor for larceny of a certain amount of
clothing, valued at $22 The case was continued to
this morning at 9 o'clock. Failing to furnish sureties they were committed.

Dramatic.—That Mr. Murray’s efforts to

please

the

public

are fully acknowledged and
appreciated is proved, beyond a doubt by the
largely increasing audience at the theatre
among whom we notice with pleasure many
of our “substantiol citizens.” Last evening
the beautiful moral “Drama of the Drunkard”
was presented in a very attractive manner,

the excellent stock company fully sustaining
the high reputation they have already earned,
by the masterly manner in which their several characters were rendered; Mr.Healy’s personation of “Edward Middleton” could only
have been the result of accurate and laborious
study and deep knowledge ot human frailty
for it

at times teribly real, particularly
the scene of “Deliruin Tremens” in which he
depicted the horrors of that dreadful malady
in a mos* natural and affecting manner: Mrs.
was

Lanagan as “Mary Midd>eton” was also very
good, while Mr. Murray as “Bill Dowton” kept
the audience in a continued roar of merriment
by his quaint and natural rendition of the “fun
loving Yankee,” The rest of the characters
were well portrayed by the different members
of the company. The evenings entertainment
concluded
with the laughable comedy of
“Model Husband” in which Mr. Murray appeared iu his specialty of Sampson Shanky a
character in which ho particularly excels, and
which he rendered in a masterly and affective
manner fully sustaining his
reputation as one
of our best comedians. To-night the Patriotic
Irish Drama of “Peep O’Day” will be pre-

sented with the entire company
We bespeak a lull house.

in the cast*

A New Groan.—The uew organ for the
Sweden borgiau Society, has lately been put
up in their new Church on High street, and
on a trial Thursday
evening, gave great satisfaction to the committee and as perlormed on

Cambridge, furnished a pleasing entertainment to quite a number of invited guests'
This Society is very fortunate in getting an
instrument of such a rich deep tone as this,
and besides its architectural beauty it will alway be looked upon and pointed out with
pride by the members. It is enclosed in an
elegant frame of black walnut, finished with
oil, and has twenty two registers, and two
hanks of keys. This splendid Church will be
dedicated on Wednesday next and the dedication sermon will be preached by the pastor
Rev. Mr. Hayden.
The Union Pacific Railroad —We learn
that the Union Pacific Railroad has now
crossed the summit ot the Rocky Mountains,
the highest point on the entire line irom the
Missouri to the Pacific, and the locomotives’
bead-light now shines over toward the Great
Salt Lake Basin. This railroad has been built
with a rapidity unheard of before in the history ot railroad enterprise—S50 miles

having

been built and equipped in but little more
than two years. It is asserted that not less
tnau 300 more miles will be completed this
year, making eight hundred and fifty miles in
three years. The entire line to Sau Francisco
will be finished in 1870. When that is
done,
the traffic of the line must be immense. Althe
of
ready
profits the completed portions are
very large, the net earnings for the

eight

mouths ending December last, having been
than one million dollars. Some interesting facts concerning the progress of this
road and the character of the bonds are made

more

column, over

the

signature of

the

Company.
Railroad Accident.—Mr.

Condon, residing

Washington street, commenced work yesterday morning at the Grand Trunk depot as
one of their employees.
In the afternoon he

stood

the track

iu

the depot yard as one
train was coming up and another train
going
down. He was only noticing the down train,
his
with
back
to
the other, when it
standing
came up and struck him,
him on

throwing
right leg fell

the side of the track. His
across
the track, and betore he could get it
away
the train ran over it, severing it
completely from
the body, ju3t below the knee. He was taken
to his residence on Washington street and attended to by Dr. Tewksbury. Last
evening he
Was as comtortable as could be expected.

The Grand Jury of Sagadahoc
county have
found thirty-eight bills oi indictment,
mostly

Payment of Pensions Resumed.—The payof pensions, interrupted by the death of
Mr. Willis, will he resumed at the Agency
Monday morning. M. A.
the

SOMERSET COUNTY.

newly appointed Agent, has made arrange-

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

liquor

cases.

ment

Blanchard, Esq.,

ments to transact the great amount of busiFrom the Somerset Reporter we learn that
Isaac Smith of Harmony, committed suicide
ness that has accumulated, with all
possible
on Friday, the 3d of
April, by hanging him- dispatch. Mr. Blanchard’s experience as City
self in his barn. The cause .of Mr. Smith’s
Auditor and his excellent business habits
committing the act was on account of his
make his appointmoutas Pension Agent a forwife’s being sick, and no hopes of her recovery
entertained. Mr. Smith said he did not want
tunate one for persons who will he brought in
to live one hour alter his wife’s death.
contact with him in his new office.
Mr. T. J. Jones, of Athens, committed suicide by taking ten grains of morphine in the
Cleared Oct.—Robert Maloney, the young
presence of his wife, on Sunday, the 5th of fellow who was arrested last
week on suspiis
the
cause of the
April. Domestic difficulty
cion ol stealing a boot, and whoso case was
ra.-h act.
continued to yesterday, has cleared out. It
A Mr. Cooly of Bingham, attempted suicide
by taking a quantity of morphine, but a time- has been discovered that he bad stolen and
ly visit from Dr. W. ft. Leavitt, ot Athens, sold two
pairs of boots from the store of Mr.
saved his life.
Ousick on Fore street. Maloney got wind of
a town
meeting held in Madison ou the
llthinst., the town relused to loan its credit the uew discovery that had been made of bis
to the Somerset railroad
by a vote of 168 nays I larcenies, stepped out, and was not present in
to 67 yeas.
Court yesterday.

n^t

Herbs, tbe who e forming a moil
ofibctu.il Tonic, beautiful Apurlizi r,and (rrateful Si'inuliiut, iuipariingtineto the stomach and
digestion and it col Hi and-Ircuulh tu I he whole
Price $ I- Prepared by
si stem.

THUS,
March 7.

Itemed if for Female Complaints
ever offered to the public.
Prostration ot Strength.
Hysteria—retained, excessive, irregular and painful
menses—yield to its magic power.
TO MOTHERS.
Mothers! we also commend the NEK VINE tor use
in the diseases which afflict children while Teething,
as certain to afford quick and grateful relief.
The
stupefying syrups, of which Opium is tbe principal
Ingredient, are dangerous to life, impair the functions of the stomach and bowels, and actually
impede the healthy growth of your offspring. To
euro Wind Colic, regulate the bowels, soiten the
gums, and relieve pain, the NERVINE will always
be found safe and efficient.

Cbueityto Animals.—A [gentleman resid-

no

Don’t Use Anything Else!
tigF’ Dodd’s Nervine contains no OPIUM or other
poisonous ingredient. For sale by all Druggists.

ItcniN.

Price One Dollar per bottle
II. B. STOKER Sc CO., Proprietors,
No, 75 Fulton Street, New York.
W. F. Phillips & Co., Wholesale Agents lor Maine.
October 15, 1867. W&Sly

Every lady should visit the store of Davis
& Co. this day and see their new goods.
Get some of that wonderful Cement now at
the Inventors’ Exchange, No. 209 Congress
street.
apl8dtt

IT IS WITH

Co., Agents.

Mr. Geo. C. Robinson and Madam Fowle
are now in New Fork selecting new styles and

goods.

apl8d3t

Constitution Water is a certain cure for
Diabetes and all diseases of the Kidneys. For
sale by all druggists.
inarltieod3m
For want of

day several

room

publishing

omit

we

to-

testimonials, relating to woneffected by the use of Hill’s Rhou-

new

derful cures
matic Pills, sold

by

The best Havana
Crosman & Co.'s.

Crosman & Co.

Cigars are always found at

Saratoga Water
& Co.’s.

on

draught

at Crosman

See advertisement of “Tenement Wanted.”
The applicant is a responsible as well as respected young gentlemen, who always fulfills
his promises.
In

buying Clothing or Furnishing Goods
article, you can always save
money by going to G. W. Rich & Co.’s. 173
Fore St., second door east of Exchange St.

Albion Dining Rooms, 117 Federal street.
Nicest of roast beef, chicken pie and good oldfashioned “boiled dinner;” also boiled halibuti
soups and chowder for dinner to-day.
Reas the annual statement of the Security
Fire Insurance Company, printed in our advertising columns this morning. This Company is said to be a favorite with real estate
owners, and the statement shows why.
Hats for the People.—We have for sale
all the new styles recently issued by Cook &
Aldricb, Boston, including the Gossamer Silk
Hats so j ustly celebrated for fineness and lightness.
Shaw Bros., 147 Middle street.
Inhaling Woodworth’s Flor del Espiritu
Santo leminds us of gentle zephyrs laden
with delicious odor, wafted from some far off
clime where the rich air redounds with rare
and fragant perfume.
This enchanting extract is daily gaining favor. Sold everywhere.

'_

aplSeodlw

Hendrick’s Bitters.—It will be seen by the
advertisemeut published this morniug that
this excellent tonic is hereafter to be given
away to all persons who are unable to pay for

it,
application Dr. Loring, the proprietor.
The article is highly recommended by the
medical faculty, and is meeting with a very
large sale. It seems that those who cannot afford to buy are now to experience its benefits.
to

on

A Wonderful Discovery.—If you have an
offensive discharge from the head, nostrils obor dry, partial loss of
hearing or
smelling, pain over the eyes, a substance sticking in the thi oat, affecting the voic -. If you
have a Cough, a Sore Throat, or Dyspepsia,
get Dr. Kennedy’s “Permanent Cure for Catarrh.” It is a thorough course of treatment

structed,

and completely eradicates all the above symptoms of this loathsome disease, and is
curing
thousands of those who had become discouraged with snuff’s and strong solutions. Sold

by all Druggists.
General Agents.

Demas Barnes &

Co., N. Y.
dapr!8wapr23

‘‘Poor Tom’s a cold.”
How warm soe'er the genial sun
May look in kindness on the oarth.
In Tom Jones’ veins no cheering warmth
Dispels the gloomy sorrow of his soul.
Dyspepsia, like the goblin, hunts him down,
Ague, grim chamberlain, lights him to bed.
While Dullness, Vertigo and Headache dire
With fiercer aches com nine to make him groan.
Harken, Thomas, to instruction:
For all thy I is a cure U tound.
A Panscei, certain, pleasant, rtnre.
Plantation Bitters—8. T.—1860— X.,
▲ wondrous Tonic, made by Dr. Drake.
We presume “poor Tom’s” case is not worse
than hundreds who are cured daily by this
wonderful medicine
Maqxolla Water.—A delightful toilet arti-

cle-superior
Pri0e*

to

Cologne,

ami

at

half the

aprl8eod&w‘iw
■ •Ml

Arrival*.

ALBIOK

Smith,

State

‘

Dover

do
JjSMeriy,
H K Beau. S item
E H Fuller, Hath
■I E Brooks, Yarmouth
F Hatch, Cornish
H Sanborn, do
H T Sanborn, Iliti<l. r.id
F P Adams,
do
0 H Mnst-cr, Bos on
H J Wiggtn, do
a

Has been received here, in the state in which
sold in the market,
1or analysis.

A b Hanacomb, Lewiston
GO Sfaey. Augusta
J Harnman, Bangor
G E Kimball, providence
G Clarke, Boston
E K Boothl.y, Maine
J H Fos*. S ,co
T C Leighton, Millhrldge
CM liarris, o»:< Hill
F B Hurlburt, do
F H Prescott, W Buxtoa

H L Boylston, Boston
S D Page. New York
P B Aiken, Ellsworth
B Watiington, do
S Hanson, Buxton
Mrs K Gardiner, Caafur’a
Miss A Tewksbury, Oxfor.lC T Winchester, Ston’t’n
N Berkley, New York
J S Tarr,
do
H Con sens,
E Crockett, Gorham
do
T L Hoitt, Boston
S P Wright, Lawrence
C R Ayer,
do
EC Wier, New York
A E Phalon, do
C E Power, Montreal
M C La [so a, do
HP Cutter, Memphis
G B liver, Eastport
P Power, Halifax
C G Dyer,
do
J H Brown & 1, Boston
C H Prince, do
C F MeClorse,
do
J B Moore, Montreal
P T Home,
do
J S Macky, Halifax
E A Towle,
do
A Burney, Bristol
F Lamprey,
do
s.

A B French, Boston
H S Roberts, Montreal
A LeD'ie. Chicago
J C Ricker, Cornish
A K Davis, Windham
C J Gilman, Brunswick
Col Lyons, Moutreal
do
Mrs Tobin,
B Deardeu, Montreal
E H Duval, Quebec
H N Blaine, d
do
T Fuller Jr,
C J Wilde, Halt lax
T E S Hickman, do
H B Sutherland, do
J W Ch itrnan, Boston
H Hall & s,
do
J Newton,
do

HOTEL.
J
c

O’Brton, Machias
Wilkl Quebec
C W Paine, do
G A Barstow, do
W G Savey, do
C K Greene, Exeter
E Wilcox, Toronto
T Carneun, do
S Freeman, New York
J C Gough, Chatham
W H Thoms, do

Ellinan & 1. St John
J Marston, Boston

W

E B Bullard, Me Falls
J L Chamberlain, Brus’k
B Shaw, Gardiner
C M Whitney, N York
W M Fladen, Boston

Wf.stebn News.—A St. Louis
dispatch ot
yesterday says:
Salt Lake papers report that 850,000 have
been raised to aid in the emigration of Mormons in the spring from
Europe, and money is
still coming in. A large amount of grain, cattle and goods have been contributed, which are
still untouched. The Indians lately killed two
men in South Utah.
The Denver Tribune publishes an account
of the capture of a notorious leader of a gang
of horse thieves, named Fox, near Preblu, and
says that the excited people hung him.
The officers of the Union Pacific
Railroad,
assisted by Generals Gibbons and Stevenson
and their staffs, laid the last rail on the summit of the Black Hills yesterday.

it is

—

It was found to be an excellent, matured Elderberry Wine, comparing favorably with the choicest
samples of “Sambuci Wine,” and containing even
more more of the acid salt?, astringent and valuab.e
qualities of the berry, than that wine doe3.
it ha9 tbe best properties of Port Wine, without its
intoxicating quality, and in sickness, or as a, beverage, it should replace the imported wines.

Respectfully,
a.

A.

HAYES,

M. 1>. Stato

20 State Street, Boston, 1
15th Aug.. 1867.
J

teblld.xwttsN

Assayer.

Tilton

&

McFarland,
40

Of their Safes gave AMPLia PROTECTION in the
late fire. Parties desiring a
At

a

Sch Broadfield, Crowell, Philadelphia.
Scb Parnn, Clark, New fork.
Sch Trader, Lord, Boston lor Rockland.
Sch Sea Serpent. Calderwood. Boston for Rockland
Sch Alma. Foster, Mac him* ’or New fork.
Sch Union, Diusmerc, Mnchias lor Boston.
PIT'signai tor a barque, supposed the N M Haven,
trorn Mutanza*.
CLEARED.
Barnue Sarah B Hale. Hutchinson, klataiuas—
hurt-hill Browns A: Manson.
Brig Ell* n H. (Br) Dwvcr, St John, NB— John
Port on*.
Brig Kite Foster, Brown, Cli' rrytield in ballast
Sch Hnuuhiil. Hindu..u St John. NB—John Porleoun, sud dona* It Pei lev.
Sch Sterling. Robert*. Wlscasaet—Eastern Packet

FIRST RATE SAFE,
MODERATE PRICE, will please call on
EMERY ^WATERHOUSE,
Middle

Street,Portland.

Or al HO Sudbury Street, Bottiou.
KP~Second-liand Safes taken in exchange for sale.
Parties desiring Sanborn’s Steam improvement attached to Tilton & McFarlands Safes, can order of
Fmery, Waterhouso & Co.
Jan 15—SNlstw in each rno&advremainder of time

CALIFORNIA PORT WINE

'1*0

NMl

be obtained in this

Railroad Across

Berry

Pacific Railroad

**£So

ar, Ellen Maria, Hoxie, Matantas; sch Eric,
Sprague, * ienfuego
Ar at Baltimore 16th, ach C C C ark, Cummings.
Portland.

vl

hrotoa’sOia mrn
Wbfslsa'a O in aar a I
R bealsn'iOintMi'Nt

cures
cures
cures
cures
cure*

ment, the Western and principal portion of tho Na-

M

iasissippi Valley,

have

unprecedented working toree extending tho

an

track

•f llnmor like

“OUT
Take

DR.

OF

SOKTS.”

S. O. RICHARDSON’S

SHERRY

WINE BITTERS,—the most medicinal in the marEstablished In 1808.
marl2eod<& wGmsn

ket.

Tamer’s Tic Ooalonrenx. or Pairersal
!»( uruixia Pill, is a sate, certain and
speetiy
cur# lor Neuralgia and all Nervous Diseases.
The
severest eases aie completely and permanently cured
in a very short time. Neuralgia in the tace or head
a nttcrly banished in a lew hours.
No torm of nervous disease withstands its
magic influence. It has
the unqualified approval of many eminent
physicians. 11 contains nothing injurious to the most delicate system. Sold everywhere
Sent on receipt ot
$1 and two postage stamps. TURNER & CO., 120

Tremont Street, Boston, Mass., proprietor.
For sale by W. F. Phillips & Co.,
Portland, Me.

July

18.

eod&wlysn

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.
This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only true and perlect Dye—H armless, Reliable,
Instantaneous. No disaup dnimenr. No ridiculous
tints. Remedies the ill effects <>r Bad Dves Invig-

orates and leaves the hair soft and beautiful black or
brown. Sold by all Druggists and Perlumers; and
properly applied at Batchelor’s Wig Factory 16 Bond

street,

New York.

of deck load.
Sch Florence Nowell, FenDimore, at New York
from Tobasco River, encountered a eale from SSW,
8tb inst. lat 31 68, Ion 77, during which stove boat
aud sustained other damage.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Cld 2l8t nit. ship El Dorado,
Plummer. Victoria.
Sid 20th. ship Archer, Power, llong Kong.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9th, sch Mary Fletcher, Pen-

phia.

BALTIMORE—Ar

14th, brig Scotland, Rose, from

St dago.
Cld 14th, sch Vop >r, Bogart. Providence.
Cld 15th, sebs Alaska, Rand, Rockport; Georgia,
Brier. Boston: Jos Long, Perry,do; Z Snow, Smith,
Providence: E C Knight, Fuller, do.
PHI LADELPHI A—Ar 13th. schs J P Ames, Turner. New York; Annie M Lee, Dukes, Portland.
Cld 14tli, brig Geo E Dale, Harding, Trinidad.
Cld 15th, sebs Albert Treat, Sawyer, B ngor; M D
Craniuer, (runnier, Koxbury.
Below 15th, seb T D Wilder, from Ctenfuegos.
Ar 16th. brig Claia M Goodrich, Look, Cardenas;
sell E S Sawyer. Keen Cainpobello.
Cld ir»ib, brig Open Sea, Coombs, Sagua; sch Matt e Holmes. Tuplev, Bangor; Aid Smith. Salem.
Sid tin Delaware Breakwater 12th, brig Agenota,
for Cork.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th, barques Isaac Rich, Dyer,
Havana; Com Dupont, Clifford, Matanzas : brigs
Ramirez, Bernard. Ciemuegos; Ponvert, Alien, fr. m
Sagua. Sea Breeze, Coombs, Belfast lor Georgetown,
DC: schs Moutuna. Parker, Leghorn; Enchantress
Webster, Para; Florence Nowell, Fennimore, Tobisco; Sabao, l.amson Barbadoes: S R Jameson,
Jameson, Baracoa; Wm H R >we, Wbittemore, and
Wm Capes, baker, Bath; ldella Small, Robbins.
Uocklanu.
Cld 15tb, brigs Eugenia. Coombs, for Afstanzas;
Udola, Whittemo e. Neu vitas; sch Jason, Sawter,

1870.

1.

schs

Lucy

HOLMES’ HOLE—Ar

16th, brig

■A.

the route, 12,800

rate ot

4.

$2 SO per

marl8dtjy83n

GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
Boston, and all Druggists.

Moth Patches, Freckle* and Tan.
The only reliable remedy tor those brown discolorations on the face is ••Perry's Moth and Freckle Lotion." Prepared only by Dr. B. C. Perry, 49 Bond
St., New York. Sold everywhere mar21d&w6msN

No. 7

Exchange

years 7 months.
In Fli'/.abethtown, New

M. Mitchell,

4 months.

ot

Mexico, March 11, Marcus
Yarmouth, Me., aged 2G years and

April 17*

of

5.

I'ASB

KEIOURURft, ;compri»inf

do-

Caltlornla sources amounting le $1,2:0-

nations from

000, Net Earnings, etc., 1803 to 1870. $8,300,000, maka

total of

than

more

leveafy .Billion.
The Company

uffe. for

now

710 Nltlee.

vapon the Aral

sale through

at th' lr

ns

Par Value and, Accrued Interest,
la currency,

a

limited amount of

MOHTG VAi l:

FIRST

tho

BONDS,

bearing six per cent, per annum—both INTEREST
AND PRINCIPAL being explicitly made “Payable

la Gald

conformably with the

Colu

specie laws ol the Pacific States.
The Bonds are of $1,000 each, with semi-annual
gold coupons attached, payable in July and January.
il^The company resrrve the right to advance the
at any time; but all orders actually in tramitu

price
at

the time of any such advance will be tilled at

present price. They are believed to combine greater
attractions of safety. reliability and profit than any
a
other securities now offere J, and are recommended

seeking desirable steady investments. We

to persons

Bonds, at tbeir lull
rates, in exchange for the Central Pacific

receive all classes ot Government

Bonds, thus enabling the holders to realize
profit and keep the principal ot

trom 5 to 10 per cent,

their investments equally secure.
Orders and inquiries will receive prompt attention.

Information, Descriptive Pamphlets, etc, giving a
fall account of the Organization, Progress, Business
and Prospeets cf the enterprise furnished on appliBonds sent by return Express at

cation.

FISK

&

our

cost.

HATCH,

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF THE C. P. K. R. CO.,
No. 5 Nassau Street, New York.

_

Offices o‘ theiCompany,
No. 54 William Street, New York,
Nos. 56 and 58 K Si rest, Sacramento, Cal.
Sola

BREWSXEIi,

by

SWEET

JC

CO.,

SPECIAL AGEnTS. BOSTON.

■abeeriplieae Bnelttf Tbreugh
mad Btgkcn, Ucurtall).

Mask*

OfAII daacription. of Grttraarat *eearl.

Baafki, Bald

tier

fice and

Mail

by

ar

and

Eukaagid, at om ofTelegraph. al Market

Maine.

LT~*rvea-Thirty
New FTve-Tweatiae.

Malm

converted hi to the

any other

nr

elaaa at Goeera-

n

I
I

I

m
_

anaat at Maw

FlMli
■Min*

far*

A HATCH

AMD

DMALMM*

■KMT

«MU|L

IN

iMtHTW.

»Manana pr.awv

kl« TOW.

WaaWa.

Jf. ft A. P. DARLING
Mane nawnad baMnree

at

Middle St.,

^TWv havejaal

received baa

Maw Verb

a

iflia-

A. P. Hirrotoi. President.
W. B Bokboct. Vice-Prest.
Fkakk w. Ballabd, Secretary.

Silk Velvet* In All Color*,

NBVT

IORK.

Rich

Habpkb, Asst. Sec.
SI SM,HS M

SitlAS

Cash Capital,
Assets, Janaary 1, 1SSS,

• l,477.«T7 IS

Assets, January 1st, 1864.
Cash an hand and In Bank,
Cash in hands ol Agents and in

96,412 >5
course

at

transmission,
172,(44 10
Bonds and Mortgages, (on property worth
St,116,500 00),
458,684 00
United States, Sta'.o and City Stocks,
marker, value
879,67 3 00
Cali Loans on Government Collaterals
145,500 00
Salvages, Accrued Interest, Re-Insurance
Claims, bills Receivable and Unpaid
Premiums
92,565 27
All other

Property"

132,295

80

$1 477 677 12

Liabilities

$100,626

LoriDg

& Thurston,

71

Agents,

Office No. 7 Kxchange st.
Portland, April 18, 1968.
eod3w

FOUND
AT

OUR OLD

STAND,
Cor. Exchange and Federal Streets,
And selling at prices that defy competition all

Together
PAPER

And

Fixtures,

as

SHADES,

well

as

all kinds of

Crockery, Glass,

Tin and Wooden

Ware,

Parlor and Chamber Sets,
short, House Furnishing Goods of erery descripSatislaction guaranteed. “Live ana Beta
Live" is our motto.

Furniture.

Door

ADAMS A PURINTON.
highest prices paid tor 2nd-haad

and the

aprl8eodtf

PUtes!_Door
o

*

T

Plates I

tout

Door Plates, Street d£ Pew Numbers
-AT

A. H. AT WOOD’S, SII.VKK
PLATER,
No. 151 Middle Street, (Up Stairs).
EF“The largest assortment to be found in the city.
April 18,1868. dtl

STORE.

Lard

and Whale
quality.

Oils,

LURRICATIKii OILM of various kinds,
such us are warranted to give satisfaction tor Henvy
ami Light Machinery, at less co«t than common Oils.
Sperm, Adamantine, and Parajfine Wax Canales,
bast in tbe Market.
ffIM. A. HIBI,
217 Fore St., Portland.
April 18-eod3m

HI,

la.

per

Order

April

18.

aid Thread Lacee,

Guipure

BOOTS and SHOE*
At

Reduced

dtd

FR*D. E. JONES,

Recording Secretary.

Prices

SHORT TIVIK.
to reduce our present Stock of Boots
and Shoes to the lowest possible point betoro
removing to our new Store on Middle St., we shall
sell from this date from oar large stock, consisting
ot Ladies, Gents, Misses,
Boys and Youths Boots
and Shoes of the best quality, at manufacturers
prices, in order to close out our entire Slock, so ns
to enter our New Store with as nearly a new stock
as possible; we shall therefore sell from our
present 8'ock through April without
regard to cost.
Buying none but goods of the best quality, we »hall
have none but goods oi a good quality to show customers ; but we shall endeavor to sell them at about
as low a figure as goods of an interior
quality are
sold elsewhere.
N. B.-We continue to make ns usual G>nia
C'untom Boom nud Short* to order, of the best
quality and workmanship at as low prices as possiPOK A

WISHING

ble.

GO WELL,

a.

Cor. Coigreas and dievtnut ita.,

near

Hall.

City

dtf-cew SAW

AprU 18.

For Waldoboro’, Damariscotta
And Intermediate Lundings.
Seamer “Chao. Honah<
ton,” ALDEN WlNCHfcNBACH, Muster, will leave

BROWN’S WHARF, Portland, every WEDNiSDAY
morning, at 7 odock for Boothbav. Round Pond and
Waldoboro, and every SATURDAY, morning at 7
o’clock tor Boothbay,
Hodgilon’s Mills and ainariscotta.

RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday, and Waldoboro every Friday at 7 o’clock A.
M for Portland and intermediate .andings.
GF~ Freight received at Brown’* Wharf for Waldoboro every Tuesday, and lor Damariscotia e>ery

Friday.
Enquire of

HARRIS, ATWOOD A Co.. |
McLaughlin Aco.

or

chas.

Apr 18-dlt

_

DR. HENDRICK’S BITTERS
Given Away to the Poor.
suffering from Dyspeiwla, Loss of
unarb, Indigestion, Debility,
Depression of Spirits. Ac., Ac., who are unable t»
Hendric’s
Biturs, tan have them
Dr.
purcha.se
“Without money and without p'ice,” by calling on
bOKI^IG, Uru.gmt,
the Proprietor.
Opposde the Post Ofllce. Sigu ol Mamma h Bottle.
A LL persons

f\ Appetite,

April

Sour St

18.-<llw

House and Laud lor Sale,
A very desirable t iree story
house, No. 28
Dantortb Stieel,
containing twelve rooms.—
36 by 100.
This prox>eriy will be sbld lew
*uu on liberal terms. Applv to
A. K. SHCRTLEFF,
ftprlSdlw
No, 1 Union Wharf.

m I^H

Land

tor Sale.

valuable lot ol' land
Middle Street, boundTHE
ed by Franklin and Fore Streets, being the
ravoiabi
on

southerly

corucr.

Apply to
aprlCkltf

tcruls.
It will be sold uu
W)l. H. JERRI**.
Real Es a e Agent.

Wanted
A

Immediately.

WOOD TENEMENT

good neighborhood.
Call

A

quested.

Silks,

■earth, Cellar, aad I.lavra.

A.

SPECIAL Meeting of the MerchantJle Library
Association, will be held at th* ir rooms (Market Hull,) on Saturday, April *5, 18tS&, at 7*
o'clock, to act upon proposed amendments to the
Constitution and By Laws. A lull attendance is re-

Rich

IT ALSO, A V AUIETY Of FANCY GOODS.
April U-dtadteod7w

with

CARPETINGS,
And

Bf-Cash

and

variety a enter tar Trlunaf,.

HANGINGS,
WINDOW

PORT OP PORTLAND.
Friday,
ARRIVED.

0

the work

on

done.

Or best

Steamer Carlotta, Magune. Halifax, NS.
S.earner New Brunswick, Winchester, St John
▼la East nor t for boston.
Brig Marion, »Br) Dick, Cardenas.
Set) Hattie Rosy, tof Portland) Ulrick, Sagua.

$20,000,0

of

New Sty lea of Gimp* and Fringe*.

OP

Sperm,

MARINE NEWS.

MTUCK

Security Insurance Comp’y,

OIL

.April 18.
rises.......5.14 I Moon rises. 313AM
Sun frets.6A5 I High
water.8.03 AM

minimum

la every

IMPORTS*

bun

million

ten

Satins

In
tion

Diithis city, April 17, Mrs. Sophia D. Morse, wile
of Franklin tf. Morse, aged 27 years 6 months.
[funeral on Monday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, from
his resldenc •, 1G Elm street. Relatives and friends
are invited to attend.
In Hallo well, April 2, Mr, Ferdinand S.
Richards,
aged 52 years.
In Augusta, April 2, Mts. Sarah
A., wile of Cyrus
E. Arnold, aged 6j years.
lu Augusta, April 2, Mr. Alfred G. Clark, aged
63 years.
In Vassalboro, April 10, Mr. Stephen Gardiner,
aged 62 years.
In Belgrade, March 1, S. Frances, daughter cf
Thom-s and S. A. Rollins, aged 13 years.
In Detroit. April G, JVIr. Gideon Harding, aged 70

nearly

Street.

LOUNGES, &c.

DIED.

or

selling at the

Off.au the A,etherary Dene ef M. M. May

2

FURNITURE !

In Rockland, April 9, Joshua C. Mayo and Mrs.
Nancy J. Towne.
In Sedgwick, Augustus Henderson, ol Blueliill.
anti Fannie B. Gray, of Urooksville.
In Belfast, March 2G, Edward W. Baker and Miss
Lucy A. Ellis.
In Rockport, March 14, Ephraim D. Coombs and
Allura K. Bra g, t>oth of Lincolnville.
In M nr. e March 12, Russell G. Hamlin and Carrie V. Davis, both ot Jackson.
in North Haven, March 2G, Ezekiel Alexander and
Mary V. Beverage.

to

acre.

No. 165

kinds ol

MARRIED.

mile,

now

which $0,000,000 is subscribed and paid

»M*»

Fire, Marine k Life
Office

per

are

CAPITAL

Railroad

Agency

acres

In all, which

acres

M.

Insurance

also accoroing to the p.egress of

GRANT OF PLBI.lt) LANDft along

market

Tliurstoa.

MORTGAGE. 1IONDM to the

Elttsr

3.

FOREIGN PORTS.

it

the

as

that of the Government.

Ar at Melbourne Feb 25. ship Flying Eagle, Hayes,
New York, (and sailed lor Newcastle. NSW.)
Sid im Newcastle. NSW, Feb 8, ship Richard Busteed. Know led, San Francisco.
Sid tm Malaga 27th ult, brig Eliza Stevens, Pbinney. New York.
Ar at Palermo 22d ult, barques Starlight, Grozier,

Loring

$33,000 per miie, average, delivered

the road, and having the j refenedclaim— raperior

Langdon. Pinkham, Rockland.

ADVERTISEMENT'

BONDS to the

ft r A I' EH

amount issued

same

kins, Malaga for Boston; sebs E L Gregory, Gregory,
Rondout lor Boston; Gen Meade, Philadelphia for
Saco; Hannie Westbrook, Mariner. Porto Rico for
Portland; Darius Eddy, Hopkins, im New York for
Bangor.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, brigs Ottawa, Mills, CJtafeegos; Model, Johnson, Mataznas.
Cld 16th, ship Harriet Frving, Salter, Melbourne
PORTSMOTUH—Ar 15th, sch Richmond, Guptill,

NEW

tor

work progresses.

Rich, Hop-

E H

ample

aro

They consist of

UNITED

extent ot

Warren,

J

OF

week, and

In the

CONSTRUCTION RESOURCES

the remainder.

Almon Rowell, Davis, Sagua 13ds;
Abbv Bradshaw, Johnson, Demerara.
Cld '6th. barqueTrovatore. Blanchard, Cardenas:
brig Henry 11 Seavy, Lee. Demarara schs Lugana,
Johns* n, and Annie Whiting, Hutchmsou, tor do;
Israel Snow, PUlsbury. Baracoa; Lena Huroo. Appleby, Fast-port; G H Mills, Mills, Wilmington, NC;
Alpha. Munson, Elizabetliport ; M M Pote, Abbott,
Georgetown, DC.

13tli,

expended

DO). LA KM have been
the

II11.1, IO\*

THENI V

than

More

Eliza bethport.
Ar 16th. I rigs

Hatch, Ba’timore: H B Metcalf, Rogers, New York;
Pointer. Nichols, do.
NEWPORT—Ar 15th, schs Flora A Sawyer, Reed,
Providence ter Philadelphia: Pilot. Nash, Rockland
for New York; Free Wind Frisbic, fm Portland lor
do; Henrietta. Clark. Rockport lor Norfolk: Union
Flag, Maloney, Providence lor Bucksville. SC; PS
Lindsey, Emery, Portland lor New York; New Zealand, Cook, Rockland for do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 14th, sch Orozim^o, Gilmore,
Belfast.
Ar 13th, sch R H Colson. Roberts. Rockland.

of

e

Entire Line wi.l lie Completed in

SAN

dleton Brazos Santiago.
CHARLESTON—Below 13th, barque Annie Kimball, Lincoln, from Havre.
Cld 13th, sch Cucawamteak, Packard, tor Philadel-

By the do

operation; and that the

Scb Sophia R Jameson, ol Rockland, at New York
from Baracoa, took aNW gale 8th lust, in lat 3i 45
Ion 74 52, and split lore and main sails and lost part

jan14»ndly

“Buy Me, and I>11 do you CJood.”— DR.
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND HERB BITTERS in every instance prove this motto true. They do good
to every one who use4 them for Jaundice,
Headache,
Costiveness, Liver Complaints, Humors, impure or
Bad Blood, General Debility, and all Bilious Diseases.

the Salt Lake Basin.

across

186$, it is expected they will have 4ti0 mi'es in lull

Wine.

Barkers Itch
Ferry kind
Ssgic.
80
box; by mail, GO coma. Address
,.LrJLS£*
UEKKS* wniK, No. 170 Wfchingto. Sirwt,
Mass.
For sale by all Druggists.
Boston,
September 26. rod&wlv
Rbrntss^Oisisirst

They have built by lar the most

difficult and expensive portion ot their Road, and

Ttli last.

^ be llrh.
Malt Kbfsn.
Trttrr.

instruct,* ith

c

the ahl and supervision of the United States Govern-

tional Trunk Line between the Pacific Coast and the

DISASTERS.
I'.ri* Ahujn Rowell. (o< Portlnud) D»fi«, »l Now
York from sauna, reports, 7th lust, lat
*», Ion
7S ;>0. encountered a ga'e from SK to WSW, lost and
'lilt MU1 and lost deck load ol 45 hhd* moiassca off
deck ; sprung a le ik and one time had two leet water
in her hold but succeeded in
stopping It.
Sch A C Austin, ol st
George, »rom Virginia lor
Baih.be ure icported run iufo and abandoned off
Nauset 1 laid, drifted a*hore at Chatham Beach on
the 45th Inst.
Sch Hi rtensia, lof Be)last)
Capt Flowers, tTom
Darien tor Phil ideloi ia, with
lumber, was wrecked
on the beach ten miles north of
BeauJort, NC on the

Bargain.

WbratssNibisfniesi

Ued by Acts of Congress to

Are author

fmlmonary

A Rare

the Continent.

CENTRAL

Long Sought

Mains’ Elder

A ;

TUB

tXCUAMOC.

U AM I *

Ar at New York 17th, twig Alston Unwell. Davis,

without doubt the best and purest Wine that can
country. Deriving its color and
astringent qualities entirely from the grape, and not' |
being charged with spirit, it is particularly agreeable to invalids. See that you get our brand.
Messina; 25th, Jehu, Smith, Genoa.
PERKIN*, STERN A CO.,
SJd tm Havre 31st ult, barque St Cloud, Ames,
108 Tremont St.
\
Bordeaux.
aprl5-SN W*S lw
Sid fm Shields 1st inst, shiD Free Trade, Smith, lor
New York.
For !
Ar at Cardiff 31st ult, ship Fawn, Nelson, Havre.
fm Barbaboes 216t ult, brig Black Swan, PodgCome at Last l er,Sid
Poito Rico.
Sid im St Thomas 16th ult, brig Rocky Glen, Wallace St Croix, to load for New York: 18tb, barque
Savannah, Chamberlain, Navassa, to load ror PhV
We take pleasure in announcing that tbe above
delphia.
named article may be found lor sale by all city
Passed by 15th ult, barque Argentine, Atwood, hn
Druggists and first class Country Grocers.
Buenos Ayres for New York.
As a Medicine Mams* Wine is invaluable, being
Ar at St Jago 2d inst, barque Evening Star, Miller,
among tbe best, if not the best, remedy for colds and
New York.
complaints,manufactured from the pure
At Nuevitas 2d inst, brig Cossack, Elliot, lor New
uice of the berry, and unadulterated by any impure
York. ldg.
ingredient, we can lieartiJv recommended it to the
Sid fm Caibarien 2d inst, seb Transfer, Perkins,
Sick as MEDICINE.
Bristol, HI.
“To the days of the agtd itaddeth length,
Ar at Havana flth inst. sch Bertha Soudor, WoosTo the mighty it addeth strength,”
ter, Sierra Morena (and sailed 10th tor Philadelphia);
"Tis a balm for the sick, a joy lor the well—
brig Eudorus. Hask il, Baltimore, (and sailed IOtb
tor Matanzas); 8th, br'gs Ocean Belle, New York.
Druggists ami Grocers buy and sell
9th. Charlotte. Stupell. d«: schs J W Fish. Wiley
ILUftS’ ELDfiRRKRKY WINE.
and Lath Rich Lunt, Philadelphia- Maine Law,
nov 27 sn d&wtt
Johnson, Nassau, NP; 10th, brig Sophie, Stroat, fm
Bouton.
Sid 8th. sch Nellie Bowers, Staekpole. Portland;
4th. bar .ue Lavlnl.r. Davis, Safa; Deborrah Pennell, Pennell Caibarien; Mary E Hindi. Hastings,
The undersigned having disposed of his Flour Mill, New uleans; sch Alice C Noyes. Crowell, for Matanzas.
Stone Dam, and all the water power on said lower
Ar at Cardenas 6th inst, brigs Anna Wellington.
Dam in Athens Village, now offers for sale his TanJonnson, and Nedie Hus'eed, Malones, New York.
nery, consisting o» Buildings-feet long, by-ieet
sch Helen G King. .Mar^all, Ardron*nn; 6th.
7th,
wide, thoroughly built, in s und and good c u-Htiou
brig sanil Lindsey, Wilson, «o* on.
(excepting tan pits,) with good si bsiantial Dnm
at Matanzas 8th. sch Bah Sender.
Cld
across tbe river,and eight acres ot land
Crosby, for
including river.
Philadelphia.
Also materials now on tbe premises tor repal r
Ar at ckntuegoe 3d fast, barqae f Veto egos. Cole.
ol Pits: with new Boarding House, thoroughly
New York; brig* Wro Koberiaso, Reed. Bowen: P
built and linished throughout last tall, good spring
of pure water in cellar and full supply of so t water.
Hinckley. Foster, fta St Marys, Gn; sth, Her fries.
Hinrlrley. New York.
The above property is located about one half mile
Sid 3i!. brigs Na ad. Richardson, for New York:
up river from tbe Stone Dam before mentioned, upJ*w»# Claik. Bart left. Boston, 4th, srh Ala Ansa
on which dam a Flour Mill and large L»raver Mill Is
Adams.
New York.
now in rtill operation: commenced
running since last
Ar at Cabainen 29th alt, «. h Kate arttoo. leak
fail.
Ntw York; Jtib, barque Martin W Brett. TborWw.
The above property, if not disposed ol at pDvate
Havana.
•ale before Saturday the ninth day of Mav next, will
SI<1 3i»t. rk Hhnlos, fttoefo. New York
be sold at public auction on said day. on the n smites
Ar at St John. NH. 14th Umt, brig Maud PeUar.
at e cvru o'clock A M., without reserve. Title perPortland.
Shields,
fect
Terms easy.
dd l»rh. brigs Cheviot. WVtaey, Havana; CamAlso about 440 cord* sf foo 1 Hemlock Bark on
Cards was.
ifoaMh.
the premises if wanted.
bridge
.JOHN WAKK.
HPOKK*
Athena, Somerset County, State i Maine.
April 7, IM.
88. Ian T2 M. srh K C Kafobt. Worn
apr 11-tdl 9 may #3t
April ». lat
New York for Pans.
April II, tafe ta #4, lea My d.lp Vs W Btesor. Rem
ITCH!
ITCH!!
ITCH!!!
New York tor T4*erpool.
SCRATCH ! SCRATCH 1 SCRATCH I
April 12. lat n lea 89 66. sh*p Ta^oird. mb
New Orleans lor Havre.
In from 10 to 48 hours.
Is

Al» V LKI IS; >1

COMPANY
TKL.

SV

New York.
Sid 15th. sch M

OP B

_A L\V

Company.

PROVIDENCE—Sid

S. DANA HAYES, Chemist

Desire to call the attention to the fact that more than

HOUSE.

COMMERCIAL HOUSE.
9 P Haskell, Lewiston
C Trenholm. Wlscasset
J Cram, Boston
O i* Gran Lynn
9 T Baker, do
EG Hodtidon, Clinton
E Earl,
do
B Randall. Dover
W H Blood, do
S H Robbins, Philadelphia
K W Jacssou, Gorham
W W Crns -, Bndgtou
R Whitehonse, Limerick H R Mil lei t, Maine
H B Johnson, Gorham
E B smith, Saco
A H I>o wus, B >ston
J Hobson,
do
Q M Stevens, Westbrook H A iioraev. Boston
B M Jordan, Concord
D Fumed, Wilton
1 S Cush.t an, Mass
H Crockett, do
B F Mussey. Bos on
D Mansfield, Derby Vt
D A Burnham, d»
W Freeman,
do
Miss Ac Eldon, WatervilleP C Earn It, Calais
A Fisner, Corrina
G H Ray.
do
M X Stanley. Boston
J W Vttill ken, Freeport
G Lincoln.
do
H Curt’s,
do
A P Waterman, do
.1 Wevmouth, Saco
V M Soul, Wayne
C P Tibbetts, Bristol
M D Whipple, Kew York A Cushman,
do
S A Carter, Bangor
E Br idlev, Halifax
B F Wood, Lewiston
N O Bradley, do
CITY HOTEL.
O M Gustin, Sacca appa
C Fosbery. Freeport
H A Hanson, Augnsia
G O Clifford, Brunswick
S T Winchester, Hath
S P Brocltway, Michigan
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Burchard, Chicago
J B Melvin, Lowell
VV R Moulton,
do
TR Abbott, do
»J G Fleming & s, Prov’e
H M Prince, WaseingburyE T
Kennedy,
Skowhegan
H W Underwood, HartfordG J K Vandersand, Bos’n
L B Eaton, Nashua
W W Bsbawell, Amherst
J It Jac bson, Boston
S J Pettoiigill, St John
M Tobias,
do
O W Lawyer, Ottawa
H «) Cummings, Harris’g R D Dickinson, Ho’yoke
H W Putuam <&w. HalitaxM B Blanchard, Madison
J B Cutler, New York
H S Lockbridge, St Paul
E 1> Parker, Hampt »n
G G Wari en & w, Dix’le
A I) Starbird, Pieman
W S Crowell, Boston
S B TwitchelL Bethel
F Bird,
do
U Pierce, W Boylston

u.

Assnyer’s Office, Boston, Mas*.
A BOTTLE OF

Mr.W S. Main’s Elderberry Wine”

>

however small the

S X

and decided pleasure
that tbe proprietor of No. 266 Com). begs leave to
state to the enlightened portion of the people of Portland, that he Is in re^eiptof his introductory CARGO
for the season. And the many—very many disappointed appllcants(of late so numerous and seemingly so anxious for the SUBSCRIBER’S COAL), will
rejoice greatly thereat, Information so generally demanded, knowledge so absolutely useful, although so
late conveyed.
JO'S. H. POOR.
April 16, 1868. dtfsn
earnest

Decidedly the best Hair Restorer in the
market is Wallace’s. Price only fifty cents

new

NERVINE

ANI> INVIGOUATOK !

ing in this city showed us yesterday an oxbrad, measuring an inch and a quarter iu
length, which he found in a piece of sirloin

Crosman &

ST&l tlex

This Medic no is a NERVE TONIC. It stops th«
waste ot vitality, brace* the Nctvrs, and quietly
regulates the system. SieepDssne*!*, Irritability,
amu ol Energy, Loss of Appetite, Dy*pfp»ia, Con.•cipa'ioii, local Wetknes*, ana a gum ral tailing ot
the mental and bodi'y (unction*, are the common indicat i >n ot Nervous Disease.
Dodd’s Nervine aiul
Invkorator i* a complete specific tor ail tronb>a.—
It is also the best, as it is also the cio*t agreeable,

distance, holding on to the reins. He was
obliged to give up his hold, and the team started up Congress street, coming in coutact with
auother vehicle. The horses were stopped on
Pine street, but not before they had rendered
the carriage they were drawing a perfect wreck.

U uisinosH

G, CORING, Apothecary.
(Opposite Hie Post Office.)

DODD’S

afternoon a double
seated open carriage drawn by two horses, belonging to Mrs. Charles Q. Clapp, had an axle
broken iu turuiug from the horse railroad
track near Elm street. There was no person
iu the carriage at the time. The driver was
thrown from his seat and was dragged some

FKKI3I.K HOUSE.

on

on

Boots and

Smash up.—Yesterday

Have we

St !!

r E K

Composed ot Peruvian Bark, Pipsissewa, ( ham momite Blowers, 'lhorougkwort, Dandelion. Ye'low
Dock, Mandrake and Sarsaparilla, ami many otter
valuable

and are becoming
prominent among standard investments.
The advertisement in another column explains
the foundation and merits of these securities.

by the distinguished organists,—Messrs Geo.
W. Marston of this city, and G. W. Gould of

in another

Restorative

enterprise,

steak purchased in the market.
Prof. Bergh among us?

HENDRICK’S

B I T

more

The JDaily and Maine State Press
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Robinson, Colesworthy and
Chisholm Bros., at Boston Depot, and on the train of
G. M. Curtis, and at Portland & RochesierDepot.
Ac Biddefcrd, of Pillsbury Bros.
At Saco of J, S. Locke.

ceptions.
Bradbury

Popular Medicine in the World

DR.

ing their First Mortgage Bonds at par and
back interest. These Bonds are the first lien
upon this valuable property, and are backed
by an equal amount of Government money in-

Goods—M. & A P. Darling.
For Wnldoboro, Steamer Chas. Houghton.
Door Plates —A. H. At wood.
House and Land for Sale—A. K. Shurtleff.
Tenement Wanted.
Land for Salt—VV. H Jerri".
Hendrick’s Bitters.
Tenement Wanted.

Hotel

Most

promised

the Road will fully tax its capacity.
The Central Pacific railroad Company, in
order to make all possible progress, are otter-

Dry

1

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a through line from New
York to San Francisco—time six days. From
present indications a double track will soon bo
necessary, and thence lorward the business of
we are

TATVMMPT COLUMN.

Three blows

treuchman

Latfery, living in the village of
Webster, Mass., was murdered ab >ut 2 o’clock
yesterday morning while in bed with his wife.

_

Slander.—The efforts of women’s rights advocates must have frightened some nervous
people, judging from the concerted effort just
now made in various quarters of the
globe to

rWTEfc

this Day.

Newbury Street CHUBcn—There will be services at the Newbury Street Church to-morrow (Sunday) at 10$ A. M., 3 and 7 P. M. Preaching by Rev.
Dr. Pennington. All are invited.

Worcester.—A

in

failing

palpable

Advertisements

Central Pncifle Kailrond.
The Grand Continental Pacific Railroad is
fast hastening toward completion, and in 1870

•

cordially invited.
St. Lawrence Street Church.—Rev. J. H.
Winslow, of Saco, will preach at the St. Lawrence
street Church to-morrow.

Murder

Speaking of the collection of paintings at
Bowdoin College,one of the finest in the country, the Farmer says it originally numbered
ninety pieces and was left to the College at his
death in 1811, by Hon. James Bowdoin, for
whom the institution was named. The number has since been increased by a donation
from Col. G. W. Boyd to upwards of one hundred and thirty. The gem of the calleotion,
however, consists of those forming the
Bowdoin portion, which were gathered by
Mr. Bowdoin during his servic as United
States Minister at the Court of Spaiu.and a
largo portiou of them are certainly masterpieces. Doubt exists as to the authorship of
some of the paintiugs, but it is thought
by
very good judges that four are by Rubens, one
by Raphael, one by Nicholas Poussin, one
by Vandyke and three by Hogarth.

theme for

Viciiiity

named Peter

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

sharpness, accuracy and unrivalled skill in
cross examination, are all made
the subject of
admiring comment. The correspondent of the
Boston Advertiser says that “during the presentation of the President's case, as during tbe
iutroduction of the proof to sustaiu the articles agaiust him, Mr. Butler has been constantly foremost at the table on the left of the
Chief Juitice. It is lair to say that this seems
to he with the entire acquiescence and appro-

cast

developed,

and each is accompanied by a steel portrait. The portrait of
Mrs Stowe which is prefixed to the volume is
better than any winch has previously been
names

to

Washington correspondents. His readiness,

I*ort I an«i and

tou, Douglass,

and

an adethe supervision and control of the Trustees, are among
the inducements that must bo offered by the
place where the people desire the Fair to be
ueld. Toe exact time has not yet been fixed,
but it will be sometime during the last of September or the first of October.

quate police force, all subject

Butler affords

volume sketches and anecdotes of the lives of
Lincoln, Grant Garrison, Sumner, Chase, “Wilson, Greeley Farragut, Andrew, Colfax, Stan-

a

fight

yesterday’s paper illustrate this fact:
The popular reaction against Radicalism
“great tidal wave” is steadily increasing in
volume, “Deep answers unto deep”—and the

on

separate priesthood,
and refuse to pay lor the support of the Catholic clergy. They accept the two Protestant
sacraments, hut reject infant baptism. Like
t’je Friends, they object to judicial oaths, and

and stamp its utterances
breath, the Independent goes

mere

the borders of Russome live and a half millions
and it is proposed to give them

priests. They reject

refuse to

as

laborers.

Empire, just

be constructed to that satellite, aud is so plainly absurd as to throw some discredit upon the
former statement. To make conviction doubly
sure

new

are

Men Of our Times.—Under this title Mrs.
Stowe has collected in a handsome duodecimo

at

the

WANTED IN A

Daily Press Office.

Tenement Wanted.
desirable tenement of seven or eight rooms. In
"
a central locality is wauted.
Address
is,
Box SIS, Post Office.
Family small and referenrfs
first class.
aprtSdlw

A

ture and character of the claims presented,
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At the Portland Kerosine Oil Works.
Apply to
d£w3w
admitted to bail, has fled. The forgeries amount
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Selected Story*

GHARAGTAGENT.

THE

When I spoke of “our shop,” did I mention that it is a grocery ? It is a comer-groshould pass there you may
cery, ami it you
see uiy name on the sign over it: P. Lumpkin. I mention it tow, not because 1 am
proud ot it—to tell the 'ruth, 1 confess to a
certain base shame iu the matter—but beThat is,
cause tbe public inter* st requites it.
1 do not know bow to commence my story
without admitting the fact, au.1 rather than
iullict such a loss oil the readers of the Bazar
as not to commence it at all, perish all per-

sonal considerations!
In the early hours of the afternoon occurs
what 1 may call the ebb-tide of our trade,
nothing coining up on our counter but a feeble lot ot pennies, which 1 leave to my assistMeantime l retire with a cigar to a
ant Jo.
sort oi sanded bower lormed by two hogsheads and a section ot wall.
it was on such a time, and in this bower,
tha I first saw tbe cbaractageut. i was busy
On Woman, her
with a Lumpkin paper
Faults, Follies, and Failures; that is, 1 was
tracing the outlines of the article in the smoke
ot my cigar, when there entered a comely
s basket filled
a
young person carrying pedier
witii ladies’ night caps.
—

“Np,

don’t want any

we

aid I.
“But these are not

caps,

to-day,

caps

are

They

sir.

“Now, Mr. Lumpkin,^ how can yon say so, j
when anyone can see how ill he treats his !
wife? The poor thing starts if he only looks |
her way.”
Anb nothing couid move Mrs. Lumpkiu.
Or, she expostulated with me because I
would walk before breakfast; and when I insisted X was the better for it—
yes.'

“Oli

so

poor

Charlie Gray always

take up a paper or a magazine and to read how foolish and extravagant
and unpleasant all the ladies are, aud how
little good all the preaching and talking seems
to do them.”
This the young person delivered as a
speech learned by rote, eyeing me the while
and twirling the cap on her lingers; and having taken breath she began anew.
“Mr. I'ool—that is the inventor, sir—lias
thought ior a long time that there was a remedy lor the evils of ladies’ dispositions, sir,
and that the old gentleman’s notion about
going away with the bad bumps of a person’s
head, might not be so ridiculous as it looked,
aud in the ‘charactagent,’ tapping the cap
with her linger, "Mr. Pool thinks he has
found it.”
But,” said I, “that is a night-cap.”
“Bless you, sir! it is made with frills and
putts to catch a lady's eye. But here, you
see, is what we call a ‘system’ of muslin bows,
and under each of these bows is a pad, made
ou the principle ol what the boys call a sucker.
These pads are movable, and are applied
in this way: The gentleman should h^e a
chart of the lady’s head tor whom he desires
He then arranges these pads to
the cap.
press ou the bumps of her head that are objectionable. Say the lady is conceited. He
siips the bow and the pad thus (rapid movement ol the fingers.) The lady wears the cap
quite unsuspecting (popping the cap in question on her head and assuming an innocent
expression.) All nigbtr*tliere is the steady
pressure. A prodigious pressure, you will remember, filteen pounds to the square inch.
to

night—”
Ihe lady’s head
ly,” 1 suggested.

In

one

"

Something like

would be crushed to

a

jel-

smile twinkled for an instant in the young person's eyes.
several years to exhas
devoted
Pool
“Mr.
periments on the human skull,” she replied,
demurely, “and he finds the male skull invariably much softer than the female. Such
a pressure might reduce.your head to a jelly,
Sir, while it would only produce a slight alteration in that of your wife. If you like,
Sir, I can show you several testimonials from
hen-pecked husbands of wealth and distinction, whose wives have already been brought
by the ‘charactagent’ from utter shrewishuess
to the most iauib-iike dispositions, and without once suspecting the cause of the change.”
I bought the caps. Hall a dozen of them.
Not that I am henpecked. But, then, what
a text lor my article on Woman would my
experiments with Mrs. Lumpkin ail'ord! aud
ol course Mrs. Lumpkin has her peculiarities
like other women. I made a mental list ol
them at once. Over-fondness of dress—Mis.
Lumpkin liad that. Slavish devotion to
fashion—How often had 1 preached from that
text! Love of gossip—One of Mrs. Lumpkins weaknesses. Want of logic—Why she
a

continually exasperated

me.

Fretting—could

her of that? General
waut of interest in serious and noble issues—Oh 1 there I really
found a great gulf fixed between myself and
wile. Sentimental whims—Had I not often
heard Mrs. Lumpkin declare that she did not
live, she puddingized ? Caprices—Certainly
Mrs. Lumpkin had these! Heady for tears
one day, brimming with fun the’
next; and
neither she aor any other mortal knew the

hope to cure
lrivolity of ideas aud
I ever

reason

why!

I made a list of these iailings, aud resolved
to take them in order.
No conspirator ever went about with a
more awlui sense of guilt aud danger.
Suppose 1 should drop the list from my pocket!
wile
it
to
liersel
I
my
“Want
Imagine
reading
of logic!” “General frivolity 1” “Great guit fixed!” “Mr. Lumpkin, what is this?” What
should 1 reply ? Suppose she should discover
the “charactagent!” Hoes any mortal doubt
that she would not have compelled me to
wear it myself ?
But when my wife at last laid her head
down on her pillow in that night-cap, and
when she closed her eyes, with a “system” of
pads press ng on ail the peacock’ developments in her head at the rate of fifteen
pounds to the square inch, my sensations
were simply dreadful!
How did I know
whether 1 had a right to deprive her of one
of her bumps? Who should assure me that
it was no' a crime to make her charaew i0p_
sided? What might the physical consequenWhen
ces be of such a moral revolution ?
she lay quiet I found myself listening to hear
if she still breathed; and once, thinking she
was dead, I was about to break out in trantie
adjurations, when she reassured me by a geu-

^Mommg

came, and
,
her as she took oil the
c watched
euilt
6
Was there a hollow in her round,
well-shaped bead? She certainly complained
that slie could not
arrange both sides of her
hah- alike.
V“>un
<]rtnna<mflnAA.
ImwavAr” slip
-,a
said, brushing it uito a rough knot and eatenmg up an old wrapper. “A hundred years
hence who will know whether I
looked well
or ill on this paiticular
morning?”
As this is one of
my lavorite sayings, I
looked hard at her, to see whether she
was
quizzing me; but she met my gaze with an
honest
indifference of expression.
The
charm was working!

witiTJTjoFiw

iv,^- Ipi

dentally

shot.
Can you blame me, then, lor trying my

Farm for wale.

those unlucky bumps ot
next experiment
predjudice, impulse, etc., that so disturbed the
balance of her mind ?
“Mv dear, what are you reading?” inquired
Mrs. Lumpkin, the next morning, as I turned
over the leaves of a thin pamphlet between
the sips of my cofiee.
“The prospectus of the Washoff Mining

call the silver mine x. Mr. Nash has tried x,
and finds that x is less than B; so we have
A
x.
Now, as B=A, if you should try x,
in my opinion you will find that the result
will be B
x with you too.”
There is no more severe test of a man’s
temper than to find that his wile has the best
ot the argument; but, to have her demonstrate it algebraically, why it is simply fright

Augusta House, Augusta,

BOOK, CARD,

Genuine
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Job

was

“i-bick would have
awakeuc* i,„
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Exchange St.,
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FOSTER,
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Work.
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Thorough
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and
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experienced workmen
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tlaiimiolli

Posters,
PROGRAMMES,

never more

curious
...
my ]!,e> or
when Uncle Paget came last
bai1
screamed after him,
You will
two weeks’time,” and I had
to hear whether he had
repented, and
m
two weeks’ time. As 1
always
ami pshawed at gossip, I was
ashamed to ask
directly, and waited, supposing that she could
not long keep the
tidings to herself iiut the
charactagent” had taken care of that. And
not
only was I disappointed in this Paget
ab lbose Httle rilis of
gossip that
..

'it

ten
a
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GEORGE HEARN.

Portland, March 25,1868.-dtf
Farm tor Sale, at Gorham Village.

Catalogues,

land, well divided with

CONTAINING
good bearing Orehard, Apples, Pears, Cherries,
Goosberries
&c. A
two

Grapes,
good
&c.,
story
House and ell, painted and blinded. Barn and outbuildings all in good repair. The above is a very desirable property and will be sold at a bargain. InG. M. RANDALL,
quire of
On the premises.
mar 25-dlm
House Lots.
State Street,

on Congress near
lots on Emery, Lewis

TWO

eight

and

and Thomas streets, lor
W. H. STEPHENSON.
by
10, 1868,-tfAt 2d National Bank.

For Sale—One Mile Irom Portland.
beantittil residence occupied by Rev. W. P.
Merrill, situated in Westbrook, on the Back
Cove road, known by the name of the Macliigonne
Villa, The grounds are tastefully laid out with
walks, flower beds, splendid evergreens and shade
trees; about 200 pear, apple, plum and cherry trees
in bearing; plenty of currents and goosebeiries;
about n acre of strawberries—raised 1,600 quarts
this year. The lot embraces nearly lour acres, with
streets 60 feet wide all round it. The buildings—a
fine house with 15 rooms, French roof and cupola,
and a piazza rouud three sides; warmed with furnace, good well and cistern in cellar; gardener’s
house and summer house, and good stable well
finished with cellar, at the low price of $7,500.
Terms easy. For particulars euquire on the premises, or ot WH1TTEMORE & STARBIRD, on
Commerc*al street; or FERNALD & SON, corner
ot Preole and Congress streets.
Sept. 3. dtt
Iwill sell on favorable terms as to
payment, or let for a term of years, the lots on
the corner of Middle and Franklin streets, and on
Franklin street, including tliecorner of Franklin and
Fore streets. Apply to WM. HILLIARD, Bangor
or SMITH & REED. Attorneys, Portland.
iyl2tf

NOTICE.

Faim for Sale
sale their place, well
THEknown the Whitehouse
Farm, situated in
the town of Cumberland,
the
subscribers otter for
as

county road lead-

ing from Gray to Portland. Said farm contains
about 110 acres, and i9 one of the best hay farms in
the county. Ten miles trom Portland and two and
a halt from the Portland and Kennebec Depot.
Buildings lair; house, two stories; barn, 41 by 81
feet, in good repair. This farm will be sold with or
without the stock and farming tools at a rare bargain Title perfet. For further particulars inquire
ot W. T. & E. T. HALL, at the larm, or R G HA LL
feb22d&wtt
Esq Gray Corner.
Farm for Sale.
A good Farm of 120 acres, situated in Gorham, 1£ miles from the
village, and nine miles trom Portland. Cuts from 35 to 50 tous hay.
cS-A good 1J story house with ell. Barn
_-*
-, ^««.»agc-nouse, ou
tile t——A choice orchard of young fruit trees, in bearses.
ing condition ou the farm. Said farm is well divided for wood, pasturage and tillage.
Possesion given immediately.
Apply to Ridlon & Covd, at
Gorham; the owner K. A. Fo'g. on the premises, or
GEO. It. DAVIS & CO.,
mar30-eod&wtf 13
Dealers in Real Estate.

suit

Purchasers.

Euquire in person

will annexed.

by

or

JAMES JOHNSON,
Adm’r of said Estate with
oct 22-d&wtf

Also
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Book

Work!

Business

ENGLISH,

M.

Tags,

April 6.

Checks,

THK

Sea

—

Portland Press

Office,

Thread

SATIA

Mass.

(Warranted 400 Varda.)

Work.
8^“’L'he colors

Hand

perfectly

are

reliable for Machine

BY

Retailer* .Generally in the Mtate of
Maine,
And by the tollowing Jobbers in Portland:
Lane Ac Little,

Ac Co.

Sawyer

&

Co.,

AND

COMMO’t

Which v. iU be sold

LOW FOB
ABEL

Portland

Dry

Goods!

OIo.cs, Hosiery, Corsets,
Yarns, Sninll
Wares, Trimmings, &c.

Office

ME.

mar6dt<

Furniture
Made to order

TIBBITS *

by

TENNEY,

_Mar2-dtt_Cor Congress and Washington sts.
Large Lot of Splendid steei~En^
Engravings
the most eminent artists
AT COST.
them are Borry’s Idea Ulead and
Elliot’s
celebrated engraving of the Better Land
Also
Frames of all kinds at corresponding prices at 134
Middle £lreei« up stairs, over G. A. SuVskraut
apl7d3w.

AMONG

TENNEY^

TIBBET3 &
Are now iyiishing

Large

Feb 20. 1868.

&

CO.
marCdtl

Pain

IS

Appeaser!

MARKET

IT

Restaurant and Ice Cream Saloon!
where he hopes that his old friends will drop
in
help him ** out.” He is also prepared to serve
Wedding Parties and Families with every variety In
the way of

and

Cake, Confectionery, Fruit,
Ice Cream, &c., &c.
The above place will be open on MONDAY next,
March 23d, 1868.
The subscriber is happy to announce that he
has secured the services of Mb. BENJAMIN BARNETT', the well kuown French Cook, who has for
so many years officiated at most of the Public Parties, Dinners, &c., in this city and vicinity.

BARNUM.

ISAAC

dtt

Hotel

Directory.
Auburn.

Elm House, Coml. St. W. S. Voting, Proprietor.

Augusta.
Augusta House, State St. J. H. Kling, Proprietor^

Bangor.
Penobscot Exchange, A. Woodward, Proprietor.
Bath

Washington St.C. M. Plummer, Pro-

Bath Hotel,
pi ietor.

Leach’s Hotel, Corner of Front and Vine streets,
J. B Leach, Proprietor.

Boston.
American House, Hanover st. S. Bice Proprietor.
Parker House, School St. H. D. Parker & Co., ;

Proprietors.

House, Bowdoin Square, Bulfincb, Bingham, Wrisley & Co., Proprietors.
Tremont House. Tremont St. Brigham, Wrisley
& Co., Proprietors.
Bethel.
Chandler House, F. S. Chandler & Co., Prop’rs.
Chapman House, S. H. Chapman, Proprietor.

Bridgtou Center,

Me

Cumberland House, Marshal Bacon, Proprietor

superior

CURE

Sprains, Burns, Bruises, Pains in the Head, Chest.
Side or
Back; Pains anil Sores in the bones
Muscles; Pains and Stillness in the
Joints; Neuralgia, Colic Cramps
and Pain in the Bowels; Cholera
Morbus; Dysentary; Bites and
Stings; Scald Head; Tooth
Ache; Sore Throat;

and

Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway
Depot, M. W. Clark, Proprietor.

Clark’s

Dixfleld.
Androscoggin House, L.D. Kidder, Proprietor.
I.ewiston.
House, Chopel St., J. B. Hill & Co.

Proprietors.

Ac.

Dirctions for the use ot this Valuable Pain Dein all the various
diseases, will be found
nd each bottle.
It is an indispensable medicine in
every family
who desire to be provided with a sate and
reliable
remedy for all the above ailments.
Manutactured and for sale at wholesale, bv
ATWOOD & HALL, Bangor, Me.
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO., Agents for
Portland,
21 Market
feb27eodtf
Square._

stroyer

aro

IMPORTANT
HOUSEKEEPERS.
C.

F RED

Elm House, Nathan Church & Sons, Propriesors.
Nor rid ge woe k.

LIQUID

Star Dye Colors.
The latest improvement in Family
Dyes arc now
being introduced throughout the country.
These colors are all prepared in
Liquid form with
very simple directions lor use, and are made trom
the same material used by dying new silk and

Washington sts

sale to Ihe trade, 10,000 lbs. best aualltv Cotton Twine, Nos. 12,14 and 16, four to six thread
lbs.
5,00n
superior Coiton Twine, Nos. 16 18 and Mfour to eight thread.
10,000 lbs.
and Poliagen Netting.
100 Herring, Mackerel and
Pnhagen Heins, complete for use. 500 English HerNets.
300
Hearns
Line
ring
Yarn, all grades
AMERICAN NET AND TWINE CO
No. 43 Commercial Street, Boston.

color can be
less of the

Price of large size bottles 25 cents.
tr Sold by

all

Druggists everywhere.

PonlamlfMaine!sole'AK^;i84fianiJ

Norway.
House, Main St. W. W. Whitmarsh, Proprietor.

Portland.
Albion House, 117 Federal Street, J. G. Perry,

Raymonds Tillage.
Central House, W. H. Smith Proprietor.

•FURNITURE
House

Furnishing Goods,

Sofas, Lounges, Easy, Rocking and
lor Chairs in Great Variety*

g^-Cina Piping done

J.

at

v „„
e.
March
28, dim

!

Window Shades,
and

Tassels,

House Furnishing Goods in Endless Va-

riety,

At Prices that cannot

Pail to Suit All.

isr We are CLOSING OUT OUR STOCK OF
CROCKERY and PAPER HANGINGS AT COST.
DON’T PORGET

THE PEACE.

W. LOWELL,
3-dlm_No. 11 Preble

St.

IMPORTANT

Teamsters

and Horse Owners!

attention is calied to the Patent RubberLined Horse Collar, which is fast
coming into
general use. It has never failed (o cure
any chafed
oi galled horses.
It is warranted to eure any galled
noise, or no pay. It is superior to the common collar in every respect
Call and see the testimonials
and examine the Collar at the store ot
BASSETT & BKAKSE,
236 Congress St.

YOUK

aprlSdlw_No

Hoffs Malt Extract
Hofi". M.1,

roS'*"

“' U<**Uh-

H0fl-sl.MtE«S“SeOfHea'thel Hoam,.

Hoffs Malt E

ENDORSED BY SCIENCE
APPROVED BY EXPERIENCE.
A Beverage which has
by its pleasant taste and
88
a great reputation.
Tl,» oJt6
^ REMEDY acquired
8nd unsurpassed tasie ot
K^RACT beverage of
“41/1
HEAT’S«
HEALTH, celebrated in all countries, taken at all
ages, m sickness or in health, and alway with benefit is proved,
*
*
I.
*
*
•
BY science,
*
*
*
BY ITS EFFECTS.
J1
I. Science has declared that Hoff’s .Malt Extract
Beverage of Heal'h is the Best Strengthening Tonic and
Remedy. No Medicine, but a pleasant Remedy, more strengthening,nourishing and pleasant than
ale, porter, &c., and containing fifty per ceut less
a’cohol.
II.
Experience justities indeed its celebrity.
Thousands of sufferers have been cured by the useot
HOFF’S MALL' EXTRACT BEVERAGE OF
HEALTH.
It acts as aninvigoralorto the entire
system, and
is invaluable in all the manifold nisorders of the

Short

Hoarseness,

Scrolula

V.

grocers

CO®

Port.'

Iand:___aprl4-eodlw

Notice.

kinsman,
exchange

AND OIL

etc.
For sale at the depot and by druggists and
F. PHILLIPS &
Agents tor Maine

Gas Fixtures of all Kinds.

street,
PORTLAND.

Horsemen I

Partner Wanted I
Y

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co
CARRYING THE CANADIAN
AND UNITED STATES

.wishing

to go

into

the Hack and

busmtiss, under the most advantageous
and with a most decided certainty
circumstances,
ot

making money, either as an active or silent partner, would do well to confer with the uudersigned.
No party need
apply unless they mean business and
luive got means to go ahead, and I think such inducements can be offered as would be satistactory.
Address M. F. W., Frees Office.
aplldtf

Booked to

Liverpool.

Reduced Kates.

The S. S, Nestorian Captain, Dutton,will leave
this port for Liverpool, on SATURDAY. April 18ib,
alter the

rrivalof the

the

pre-

vious day trom Montreal, to be followed by the
gian Capt. Graham, on the 25th April.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
$7i> to
cording to accommodat ion)
Steerage,

Bel-

Payable

in Gold

or

its

Winter Arrangement, Nev* 11, 1867.
Trains leave Portland at 1 P. M. tor
all stations on this line, and for Lewiston aud stations on the Androscoggin Road.
Also
Banger and stations on Maine Central road.
Leave Portland daily, except Saturdays, at 5 P M,
for Bath.
Saturdays only leave Portland at 8.15 P
M, for Bath and Augusta.
Trains are due at Portland at 8JO A. M.f and 2.10
P. M. daily.
The through Freight Train with passenger car at-

rnnar

tached, leaves Portland for Skowhegan every morning at 7 o.clock.
Fare as low by this route to Lewiston, Waterville.
Kendall’s Mills and Bangor as by tbe Maine Central
road, and tickets purchased in Boston for Maine
Central Stations are good for a passage on this line.
Passengers from Baugor, Newport, <&c., will purchase tickets to Kendall’s Mills only, and alter taking the cars on this road the Conductor will furnish tickets and make the tare the same through to
Portland or Boston as via the Maine Central load.

Stages for Rockland connect at Bath ; and I. r Belfast at Augusta, leaving daily on arrival of train from
Boston, leaving at7,30 A. M.; and tor Solon, Anson,
Norridgewoek, Athens and Moose Head Lake at
Skowhegan, and for China, East and North Vassalboro* at Vassalboro’: for Unity at Kendall’s Mill’s,
and for Canaan at Pishon’s Ferry.
W. H ATCH. Superintendent.
nov12dtf
Augusta, Nov. 5,1867.

RAILWAY I

CANADA.

OF

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
r^BRT On and alter Monday, Not. 11,1867,

®HPHStraius

follows:—
Express Train for Lewiston and South Paris at 7.40
^ill

The

Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Montreal, Quebec and the West at 1.10 P. M.
Local Train for South Paris, and intermediate stations, at 5,P. M.

baggage

be received

can

checked after time

or

follows:—
From Lewiston, Auburn and South Paris, 8.10 A. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Bangor, Wa2.15 F. M.
terville, &c., at
Local Train from South Paris and in8.00 i*. m.
termediate statons. at

Y, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Nov 9, 1867.

CENTRAL

dtf

R.

R.

ARRAN crlfiMENT.

On and

alter

Monday, April 15th,

trains will leave Portland
^R^^^wcurrent.
Bangor and all intermediate station on this

daily.

Houghton,”

**€hu».

A. W INCH EN BACH, Master, will leave THE END OF BROWN’S WHARF,
at 7 o'clock A.
M. for
every SATURDAY,
Bootnbav. Hodgdon’s Mills and Damariscotta; and

every WEDNESDAY, at 7 o’clock A. M.,
bay. Round Pond and Waldoboro’.

tor Booih-

RETURNING will leave Damariscotta every Monday at 7 o’clock A. M,for Ho.lgdon’s Mills, Boothbay and Portland, and Waldoboro*; every Thursday
at 7 o’clock A. M
for Round Pouci, B othbay and
Port1 and.

HARRIS, ATWOOD & Co.,
CHAS. MCLAUGHLIN & CO.

Enquire of
Or
Mar 31-dtt

OF

CHANGE

DAYSZ

For California.
The Steamers for California are
to sail from New York onn the 1st, 9th, 16th and 24th
ol April.
Passage Tickets for sale at the Extra Reduced

Rates, by

W. D. LITTLE 4§ CO.,
Office 49 1-9 Exchange

mai31d3w

Nr.

BRI H TOL
LINE
TO

NEW

YORK
VIA-

BRISTOL., R. I.
Only One Hour Thirty

Minutes

BY RAIL FROM BOSTON TO BRISTOL.
/"1ARS leave BoMon and Providence Hnil\J road Station daily (Sundays excepted), at 5.30
P. M., connecting with the New and Elegant
Steamers Providence, CAPT.SIMMONS,on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Bristol, CAPT.

BKAYTON,
days.

Tuesdayp, Thursdays

on

ami Satur-

Passengers by this line to PHILADELPHIA,
BALTIMORE and WASHINGTON can connect with
the New Jersey, Camden ana Amboy Railroad. Bi ggage checked through.
Tickets, Berths and State-Rooms secured at the of-

Company,

fice ot the

NO. 3 OLD STATE

lor

line, at
For Lewiston and Auburn only, at

Freight trains for Waterville and all in term e
stations, leave Portland at8.25 A.M,
Train from Bangor is due at Portland at 2.15 P. M,

HOUSE,

Station of Boston and Providence Rail-

and at the

road.
GEO. SHIYERICH,
Agent.
Jan 17,1808. dly

H. O. BRIGGS,
General Manager

Route.

Inland

as

The Company are not responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid lor at the rate ot
one passenger for every $500additiona value.
C. J. BR YDGES, Managing Director.

MAINE

side-wheel sea going
passenger Steam-

and

er

run as

A. M.

1.10 P. M.
7.40 A.M.

equivalent.

(ac-

$«<>.
$25.

For W aldoboro’, Damariscotta

Portland & Kennebec R. R.

TRUNK

tram 01

|3r For Freight or passage apply to
H, & A. ALLAN, No. 3 India St.
Portland, April c. dtf

freight

and intermediate Stations at 6.30,1.40 A Al, and 2.50
P.M.
Leave Boston lor Portland and Intermediate Stations at 7.30 A. M., and 3.00 and 5.00 P M.
Freight Trains daily each way, (Sunday excepted.
FRANCIS Oil ASK, Supt.
no9dt!
Portland, Nov 8, 1867.

GRAND

Londonderry

Return Tickets granted nt

And Intermediate Landings.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday, IVov’r 11th, 1867,
Passenger Trains leove Portland daily
Sundays excepted) for Saco and Bidde8.40 A. M, 2.55 and 5.20 P M.
For South Berwick Junction, Portsmouth,Boston,

To Mt. Desert and Macliias.
^KRjLXCJEJMJUXT.

HJPRINC3-

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.
Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND,
Chah. Deerlno, master, will leave
Railroad Wharf, toot of State
every Friduy K veiling, at 10
'o’clock, commencing the 2Uth, in*t,
for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mt.
Desert, Milibridge, Jon*'sport and Macliiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every '1 uesday
morning, at 5 o’clock.
The “City of Richmond” connects at Rockland
with Steamer Katahdin for Bangor and intermediate
landings on the Penobscot Bav and River.
ROSS & STUUDEVANT, Geueral Agents,
Marl2*dtf
151 Commercial Street.

street,

EOlt

NEW

YORK.

diate

in season to connect with train for Boston.
From Lewiston and Auburn only,at 8.10 A.M.
EDWIN

Nov. 1,1866

MTONINGTON LINE KE-KMTABI.IMU
ED.

Inside

NOYES,Supt.
noOdtl

It on to.

1 ■
Cars leave Depot Bos^
ton and Providence ltai I
road. Pleasant Street, n» ar t e Common, dailv,Sundays excepted, at5.45 P. il, connecting with the new
and elegant sea-going Steamer
NARhAUANSETT,
Capt. G. B. ilDilL, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and Steamer S'lON'lNGTON, Cant. W. M.
_

*13*3®

CAN BB BOUND AT HIS

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS.
No. 14 Preble Street,
Nemr the Preble Hnw,
\hrHERE he can be consulted privately, andflwiti
? Y the utmost confidence by the afflicted, at
hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.
Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of irivate diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he feels warranted in Guaranteeing a Cure in all Cases, whether of Iona
standing or recently controcted, entirely removing the
dregs ot disease from the system, and making a perfect and permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
feet of his long-standing and well-earnad reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of bis skill and success.

Every intelligent

Par-

CARPETING

To

Agents.

—

t* tec

and

Piblle.

thinking

person must know

remedies handed out for general use should have
PheLr efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated
physician, whose
preparatory studies tit him for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the
world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The untbrtunate should be particular in
selecting
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice; foi
it is a point generally conceded by the best syphilogradliers, that the study and management of these corns
hat

Common and Kitchen Furniture

Chlorosis,

CHANDELIERS,

If. D. LITTLE *C CO.,
13-dtt

Mar

PORTLAND

Caadoa

stomach, Catarrhs, Coughs,

O' A. ^

rt-

atiiilicatiou 11

40 l-*J Kiekauiiellreii, EorllauU.

14. dtf

SPRING

AND

woolen goods.
A large variety o different shades of
made from one bottle by using more or
Dye Mull.

W. D. LITTLE & Co., Agents.

Danfobth House, D. Dan forth, Proprietor.

Beverage of Heath.

FUELLING’S

West,

H. BAILS

Apr

caily

the
UNION TICKET OP Ell E

Immediately

North

Portland.

Trains will arrive

TO

Coughs, Colds, Inflammation, Arc.,

THE

and

above stated.

Danville Junction.

Diphtheria; Frostbites;
Chilblains; Cuts
Wounds;

iittwHFi

the Brie. Atlantic and Great Western and
Pennsylvania Central Railways.
For sale at the Lowest Rates at the Only Union Ticket Office, No. 49 1-9 Bxchange St.,

No

Damariscotta.

And other

icket, lor sale at the

Past.
ilueeil

nmman

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

SQUARE,

which he has renovated throughout, and fhrnished
lor a first class

Cord

is used both externally and
internally, for all
the purposes lor which a Liniment is
used, and
is
to any preparation that, the skill of man
has yet discovered.
As an external remedy it has never been

KEDUl'UD KATE *
T 1' O 1{ M i
a !

CAL

TO

Tickets

Portland to
FOINTH

By all the principal Routes, via. Boston and
Worcester to Albany and the New York
Railway to Buffalo or Niagara
Falls; thence by the Great Western or Bake
Shore Railroads, or via New Work City and

Saloon Under Lancaster Hall,

WOOL, HEMP, STRAW

THE RELIEF OF PAIN.

FOR

a

Fisheries!

January 13. dlwt2aw3m

in the field again, and would announce to his old
triends and the public generally, that he has bought
out the old

The Greatest Discovery of the Age,

of Chamber Sets,

At Corner of Congress^and
Mar 2-dif

The

up

Herring' Mackerel

CASH!

SAWYER

Lot

BARNUM

ATWOOD’S

NO. 146 MIDDLE ST., OVER LANE & LITTLE

FOR

WARK,

11-dlm

R.

_^L184tL_A.
UUiiATLV

i

Central

-ALSO.-

rjo.

v

Wholesale Dealers In

of

Woodman, True Ac Co.,
Hearing, Milliken
13-eod3m

Abel

MERRILL, PRINCE & CO.,

or

a

_

TU^DE

suxierior to any other make.

FOR SAXE

30.d_D

JOlU*SON-

_PORTLAND,

T'l is claimed that the above is the Best AmeriCotton. It is smooth and strong,
and will ,Sp?OL

Brown & co„ Boston.

Emery, Waterhouse

I

’injuri-

Fancy

FINISH

Dentifrice

recommended by eminent
Dentists, Physicians and Chemists, as being second to none in use, for
cleansing, polishing and
preserving the teeth, hardening the gums, and imparting a pleasant odor to the breath; in taetjt cannot be excelled. It acts not onlj as a porwder but
as
a soap and wash, three in ons.
Contains no
ous grit or acid.
Try it. For sale by all dr u aetata

Jobbers and

Spool Cotton
be lound

Preparation is

0

AGENTS IN PORTLAND

JOHNSON’S

Foam

October

Co.

Fairbanks,

Ch17dlw
THIS

AT

SALE.

a top, in perFor further particulars aprunning order.
to the othce of the Canadian
Express Co.. 90 ExJAS‘ K
PK1NULE’ Aeent’

DR.
the Cheapest

constantly on hand and for sale.
Al.o Baldwin Alarm
lUoney Drawer.,
The btiftnow in use.

IT WILL

Q ECOND-Hand Express Wagon, with
tect

ply

of* Scales

excelled.

FOR
O

&&

Eagle Sugar Refinery,
*>re Street Portland, Me.

dim

THE

RAILROAD TRACK, DEPOT,
DRUGGISTS’, GOLD,

Apr

and Agriculturists on the line of any
Railroad in this State, or within twelve or
fifieen mil^s ot Portland, wishing to test our climate
and soil for raising the sugar beet, and
wishing to
cultivate them according to the rules furnished, will
be supplied tree, each with enough for an acre or less
ot the best seed, selected from model larms in Fi ance
and Germany, by application to the subscriber. In
turniie wishes only an account ot the relative vield
per acre by weight and half dozen beets from each
party for analyzation.
JOHN SPARROW,

Tickets,

AT

South

West,

11 Preble Street.

All Kinds

From
ALL

AT

N»

Platform, Counter, Warehouse,

A.nd

Hostages oonnect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark Bebago,
llridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Browntieid, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jaokson. Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Madison, and Eaton, N. H.
At Be xton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Kagle
Biuth Limlngton. Llmlngton. Limeriok, Newfleld,
Parsonsffeld and Ossipee.
At, Sacoarappa for South Windham, Windham HOI
and North Windham, daily.
By order et the President.
mar 15-01,
Portland, March 19, 1668.

Not ice.

John Crockett’s Old Stand,

H. REDDY, Proprietor*

Notice.

Wedding Cards, FARMERS

—

GOODS,

FURNISHING

the same.
fan9dt.f

PREMIUMS

»i «iuiiu.

12.15 P. M.

u-MJ.'44i.ufin

PARIS EXPOSITION.

Grain, Coal, Hay,

MERCHANT TAILOR,
AND DEALER IN

No. 107 FEDERAL STREET.
We have in store one of the finest Assortment of
GERMAN, FRENCH *nd DOMESTIC
CLOTHS, CASSIMERES, &c., th*t can be found in
Portland. These goods have b^u selected with great
care and especially adapted to the fashionable trade.
and at prices that cannot fi»il to please, and all goods
thoroughly shrunk and satisfaction guaranteed.
A call is respectfuUr solicited. Thankful to friends
or past patronage, ooping to merit a continuance o

Cards,

as

feb 3-d3m

REDDY,

GENTS*

Address Cards,

Cheap

^

v»hitney.

kendall
•

OF EVEBY TurouRIPTION.

manufact urei’s prices

Portland Feb. 1, 1868.

MH

HIGHEST

Foudrette

RAILWAY

IscS trains will run aj follows;
Passenger trains leave Saco River lor Portland at
5.30 and 9.00 A. M., and 3.40 P. M. Leave Portland
tor Saco River 7.15 4. M., 2.0 and 6.15 P. M.
Freight trains leav^ Saco River 6-50. A M.: Portland

Through

Paul, Proprietors.

Bradley's, Coe’s and Lloyd’s Phosphate.

nw

Returning will leave St.John and Easijurt on
days.
Connecting at Eastport with Steamer BELLE
BROWN, for St. Andrews. Kobbinston and Calais.

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.
E9HctuafeTJ On and after Wednesday. Ma-cli 25,

0

Lewiston

jsutpors

ior

same

Pameugtri

prietor.
City H tel, Corner cf Congress and Green street.
John P. Davis & Co.
Preble House, Congress St. S. B. Krogman, Proprietor.
Portland House, 71 Green St. R. Potter. ProP*r.
St Lawrence House, 17 India St. J. Taj lor, Proprit- tor.
C\
motel, Junction of Congress and Federal Sts.
N. J. Davis, Proprietor
Walker House, Opposite Boston Depot, Adams &

At a reduction in price ot
Five Dollars per Ton.

.

MAIL.

American House, India St. W. M. Lewis, Prop’r.
Commercial House, Cor. Fore and Cross Streets,
H. O. Cram, Proprietor.
Cumberland House, Green St. J.O. Kidder, Pro-

are now prepared to fill orders for
CUMBERLAND

To

PORTLAND &R0CH ESTER R.R.

%

March 21.

VYKJBH.

To Travelers

Proprietor.

Street,
St.
d2m

At

J. P. M. STETSON.

Elm

FAIRBANKS’

WOODFORD,

TRUNK

Apr 15-dlmo

to
letter of

THEIR

Lodi and E«sex

public.

Naples.

Raw Bone Phosphate of Lime,
Labels,

House.
The undersigned trusts that his long experience in
the Astor House, New York, the Stetson House,
Long Branch, &c., will enable him to make this new
and spacious Hotel a favorite resort for the travelling

drivers at the

Maine Hotel, Sanborn & Jacobs, Proprietors.

Portland, Maine.

The Subscribers

continually through the day. Special coaches, attached to the St. James, wi’l bo found at all of the
Railroad Stations, and new carriages and attentive

Revere

FERTILIZERS

Blanks,

cbaiacteristics of the St. James are
broad, light, and well-ventilated corridors and
vestibules, i:scheerful and well-arranged apartments,
and its domestic convenience from basement to
dome. The bouse contains the largest and most approved Passenger Elevator ever erected, which lands
the guests on any floor, from parlor to attic, in one
minute. Horse cars from the depots and all parts of
the city and environs, pa s witlnn a rod ot the Hotel
its

THE

on

LESS

Ticket* at l.oweal Hale*
Via Boston, New York Central, Buffalo and Detroit.
For Information apply at 282 Congress st. Grand
'flunk 'ticket Office.
)u3’68d&wly 1>. IS. BI.AKt IIAUB, Agent.

Dec

Real Estate for Sale.
subscriber offers for sale two new bouses,
built in the most substantial manner and in
modern style. These houses are near the corner ot
Congress and North Btreets, two stories high, with
seventeen rooms in each, good cellars, and an unfailing supply of hard and soft water. They are in a
desirable location and will rent readily at* large perTerms liberal.
centage.
Enquire of Messrs.
HEARN & CO, Corner of Congress and North sts.

sale
Feb

»

JfcO

muuutmTlian l>y any other Route, trom Maine

public.

i*I5it

PARTS OK THE

Ifi

QUASI*

Halifax.

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS

||lfj|WPlo all Points West, via tlu

The St. James combines in its construction every
domestic convenience and luxury, the a m
having been to furuisli a house which shall commeud
itself to the most fastidious ta-ste, and lo the favor of

/ffnfk
//iAX/Ia

ant places in this vicinity. 11 commands a fine view
of Portland on one side, and of Casco Bay upon the
other, and is on the main stage road to Yarmouth.—
Will be sold low to a cash customer. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS,
mar31dtt
Real Estate Agsnt.

acres

W

rt-

A
and tortythree acres land, in Falmouth. (lore Bide), seven

65

TU ALL

modern

Sale.
good 1$ story dwell-

ing House

SPRING

Co

Calais St. John.

»ieby,Win<lt,or&

TtlKOUGB TICKETS

spacious park in

for

Wharf, Portland.

Store No. 119
Exchange
And D. B. RICKER, No. 185 Fore

Meed

30 Crates Stone China

O

B.

AT

March 14.

By

orC
c.

Seaside

FF3P"~tn

tront. and open grounds in all
directions. The immediate locality is believed to be
unsurpassed in the country.
a

Eastport,

To Tew l'wrk, Philadelphia,
Baltimore and
Wuhlegln,
and all poims n
r>i and Mouth, tor sale at lowest
rales by
*»• UTTLB A CO.. Agent*,
ap 3d6w
Union Ticket Office, 49} Exchange st.

In

near

Also for sale by

“He is

men

Nice
ter, good closets, &c. Lots 50x88 leet.
stable. These houses are located at the Ferry, and
must be soid immediately for the above low prices,
which make cheap rents.
W. H. JERRIS,
Apply to
mar.Jld3w#
Real Rstate Agent.

of the late Mary S. Lunt's Estate,
APART
Portland, via Tukey’s Bridge; in parcels

ADDBESS

SAWYER <b

Wharf,

For Sale.
Jenny Lind. Enquire of A. M.
M(?KCotl,l"1,aT,d
corner of Congress and Center Bts.
H
H.'pSfiVfy*
I
bilifpg, 33g Commercial at.
aprlS-dlw

wanew

Land for Sale.

No. 6 1-2 Union

Just received direct lrom
Liverpool,
AtlVo. (i!) CorjnicrciolMt., head of ITIniuc

ex‘

..

WHOLESALE DEPOT

crockerTIvareT

coutinSilW
DidHI?
GieariDSgaVe U9 a »•« wX"
LZZf

W, ANDERSON.
mar31-dtf

Stroudwator, Westbrook

Mar

*°g'

in front and yery line garden.
A.
Gray, March 28, 1868.

GORHAM. MAINE.

a

I don’t think
so,” cried my wife.
inau tor all his
gown.”

-— a-

—

SAMUEL

PORTLAND.

upvei^TJ!*'cau?bt
111
.Lumpkin

ISAAC McLELLAN.

HAND-BILLS

THE—

Conn. Mutual Life Ins.

~

Gorham, March 1,1868.

B. PLUMMER & SONS,

a

bad

Yours,

out. and had not been tilled for many years.
I regard it as an exceedingly valuable fertilizer, and
so recommend it to all mj friends.
I also know that
my neighbor, James Moody, Esq., used it on his
farm and nursery with the same result3 as myself.
E. W. JACKSON.

CIRCULARS,

Holyoke,

on

The next want on my list was
As i have said, my wife
asperated me by this lading.

fieas,

was run

Merrick

urelftbut
o-roeee0our conversation, as what the
doors
"A,ab,out tbe lady wlio lived two
took his failure °w’ and b£w Mn symonds
more provoking
^ i®cut*°fl;,Wuich was tbe
which every sensible,*b'te ot the scorn with
information, I not unfr£„?.n n!ust reaari1 sucli
hint
which
ic.

Gorham, Maine,
23, 1867.
Mess B R Croasdale & Co:
I used in the spring of 1867 a small quantity of
your Super-Phosphate upon my apple orchard of
The effect was
youug growth—just before a ram
surprising; it changed the foliage at once, became
and
the
of
wood during the season
dark,
growth
greatly exceeded that of previous years. T found also the toliage remained longeron the trees than when
I did not apply the Phosphate.
I used it on my garden for corn, potatoes, beans,
beets, cucumbers, &c., and the effect was high1 had a row
y satisfactory excepting the potatoes.
ot grape vines, and used the Phosphate on them.
I
was agreeably surprised with the result, as I did not
expect anything from it, as the land was so run
down. It did well tor them, and they showed a very
remarkable growth. I can full} recommend this article as a good fertilizer.

—

109 Exchange Street.

nkh/i

paper.

Yours,

used Croasdale’s Super-Phosphate the last seaJ ga.dvn, mill
fuittlvv.
was satisfied with the result.
I got good crops ot
ccru and potatoes on newly broken up land, wliich

her lips and nostrils; wheels”
and clicked within her as she moved. She
wore a dial plate on her
breast, and a key
hung from her neck. With this key you

wH

J

West Falmouth, Me., Dec. 23, 1867.
Mesp. B. R. Croasdale & Co.:
I chancud to fall upou some of your Phosphate in
Portland last year, and being pleased with the apThere was
pearance ol it, I tried it on my carrots.
three-fourths of an acre of ground, and I used one
barrel of Phosphate. I harvested fifteen tons ot carrots trom the piece. I have used Coe’s and the Cumberland, but never received so much benefit from
them as from this.
The carrots were large size and
fine flavor. I also used it on barley; and had it not
been blown down, 1 should have had a good crop,—
As it was, it waB much better than any other in the
neighborhood. I used one barrel to the acre. 1 also
used it on my strawberries, and in setting the plants
put it in the hill. The growth was splendid, and I
shall be able to tell you of a large crop ot berries
next year 1 hope.
IRA WINN.

out n-om

nowHL'V1!

worked

West Bridgewater, Mass.®

I

in
She moved
about the kitchen, broom1 vno
moved by steam. Little jets oF^> ^ut s^e

General Agents

The property known as the “Ford
Stand,” consisting of a large 2 story
mj»i:bouse, recently put in complete retwo
hMJ’‘rf&Vl#R pair and made convenientandtorbarn
tenements; good porch
anua large shop suitable tor any kii d of a mechanic.
Ciftern on the premises of 75 hogsheads; fine yard
4

Dec.

incrJ?!dS

news6 WX 'tT

Messrs B. R. Croasdale & Co.:
The Phosphate has given
perfect satisfaction in
every case save one, and in fields where it has been
used it can be plainly distinguished by the superior
growth and color of the crops.
A. F. LUNT.
Youjts,
MessrsB RCroasdale & Co.:
I used your
side by side with Coe’s and
could see even till the first of Augu t a decided benefit in favor of yours—that is, the stalks of corn were
much larger. I used it freely on grass m the spring,
and late on some turnip?.
The grass crop was remarkably goed, and it remains to be seen what the
will
do.
The
season
was too wet to properly
turnips
test it.
F. E. HOWARD.
Yours,

to

ronsidrln

M. E. RICE.

Phosphate

was

“

St

For Sale at Gray Corner.

BRAND

Portland. Me., Nov 13,1867.

Wood and Metal

Ao you may
suppose, my first thought was
of the charactagtat J” What had I
done? I

a,H^ a considerable sum of monage} ^
a,ter

BEARING

Stetson, Maine, Feb. 12th 1868.
This certifies that I used Croasdale’s Super Phosphate last season on corn and believe it increased my
crop one-third at least, as I left a part of the piece
without, and all manured alike.
DANIEL GOODWIN.

—OF—

misthress!”

cnaractagent” accordingly.
That day, onlortunately,' Uncle
Paget came
town, and lunched, as is his custom, with
my wile. Like every other family of
any
note, we have a line lamily quarrel,
involving

PACKAGE

your letter should have been answered sooner,
I can say in reference to to your
Super-pliosphate that I have u ed the Phosphate of
two other Manufacturers, and 1 have never received
as much benefit trom any as trom this
I sold it to
twenty-one farmers, and they all say it is the best
they ever used. I used it on an old mowing field;
120 lbs. to the acre, and it increased the crop onethird to one-fifth part. I used it on my oats, and
the piece of ground was run down and worn out—
the oats were about three or four inches high—it
changed the color at once, became dark and stout;
ha«l a splend'd crop. I can raise as good corn with
six dollars’ worth to one acre as 1-can with eight
cords ol manure.
I will send you the testamony ol
my neighbors soon. I think I can sell from 50 to 100
tons. How soon can you ship it? I think now April
will be soon enough.

andcry-

wound her up; at the same time
you moved
the hands on the dial plate to
any figure, say
seven.
In that case she made seven revolutions about the room. On
stopping, a little
bell suspended from her ear
rang vigorously
On examination I discovered also that she
was an ingenious combination of the
sewingmachine, the knitting-machine, the patent
washer and wringer, and the
newapple-parer.
Under her chignon was a little door
through
which she was supplied with coal.
My beloved wile was an automaton.
What had r done ? In my flurry I ha* arranged tl>* pads to press equally alt over her
head, >“>d they had destroyed her individuality. Something, too, must have happened to
.ne elective
currents, and—well, I cannot explain it, but there she was.
As X was surveying her with
inalterable
griel and dismay, the young person who hail
sold me the
“charactagent,’ looked in at the

Exchange

93

Guaranteed by Prof. James C. Broth,
Chemical U. S. Mint Philadelphia.

Yours &c,

’Oh, Mustber Lumpkin,” she sobbed,“coom
quick. There s something quare with the

the^&^Lo Mrs, Lumpkin

c!3w

Standard

weeks,

it I slept late, and

fidget, trembling

April 2.

JOHN C. PROCTER.

1
_miles from PortlanI—is Hwrff ■
Read the Teatainony.
next to the Methodist Meeting House.
Buildings
i all in
Stetson, Maine, Nov. 27, *67.
complete repair, having been recently painted
Messrs. B. R. Croasdale & Co. 104 North Del. Av.
and papered.
Cuts about eight tons hay. Plenty
Phil’a.—I have just returned trom an absence of of wood and water. This is one of the most
pleassome .six
or

door.

■a’*

Standard

Richer in Ammonia and Phosphoric Acid
than any Fertilizer in the Market.

ol the

maid’s carelessness grew upon me the while.
“What did she want in here?” cried I savagely. “Shehad no business in the parlor;
and why should she go whisking about
among the chairs and tables at all ? And
why was the ink here? I don’t consider the
parlor the place for bottles of mk.”
And half a dozen limes that afternoon I
found myself growling about the maid, and
declaring that the carpet was ruined. Consequently I was uncomfortable through the
whale afternoon; whereas, If Mrs. Lumpkin
had fretted, as in the days before the “charactagent,” X should simply have said, “Come,
come, come, my dear, scolding will not draw
out the ink,” and have thought nothing more
about it; lor there is no such sedative to your
anger as the wrath ol another.
Next on my list I found my wife’s lack of
inlerest in noble thoughts; but here I was at
fault. The charactagent did not make bumps,
but destroyed them. Besides, I had doubts.
I began to see dimly that it might not be altogether desirable to raise Mrs. Lumpkin too
nearly to my own level. Once there, she
might find me out, for it is distance lends enchantment to the view, you know. Finally,
then, 1 had to deal with "sentimental whims”
and “caprices;” but as I was arranging the
pads X heal’d my wife on the stairs. I adjusted them hurriedly, and walked away from
the dressiDg-table just as she entered the

particulars inquire of

Lot

with

undersigned takes pleasure

International Steamship

TICKETS!

TUKOl'tiU

The notable

the
60x120 feet.
on

Plenty good

Super Phosphate.

-AND-

Mrs. Lumpkin said
wash the carpet. I

enormity

Horse Ra 1-Road.

To Travelers#!

informing his
friends and the publ!c that he has leased the new
and elegant St. James
Hotel, Boston, situated upou Frailkliu
Square; and that he will open the house
lor the reception of guests on Wednesday, the 22nd
day of April, 1868.
The site for the St. J a mes has been most admirably chosen for all reasons affecting a superior Hotel.
It is in the geographical centre ol the city, and is
surrounded by broad streets and beautiful squares,
The

the entile

For Sale!
Story House in Westbrook

Cheap Kents.
$1400.
new Houses, containing seven and eight
rpWO
A rooms, all m lirst-rate order.

Fertilizer for all
Crops.

The

coldly.

the

For

near

$1600.

“My dear,”

nothing, but began to
stood looking at her, and

NEW two
line of the

lx.

CItOASDALE’S

full

“Confound it,” said I.

Maine.

Apr 7-dtf

—

1 went to my business puzzled and discontented.
However little man may want here
below, I doubt whether he is ever quite sure
in bis own mind what that little really is.—
How otteu had I pictured Mrs. Lumpkin to
myself indill'erent to lashion, scornful of gossip, and cipable of an argument. But, now
that she was possessed ol these perfections,
I iouDd in myself no
corresponding rapture,
but something much more like sulkiness.
“Fretting” came next, and here 1 applied
the “charactagent” without
hesitation, for
certainly no woman can be better for fretting;
and my experiment proved just in time, for
the following day was one of the
unlucky
days that occasionally alllct a household. A
neighbor’s dog stole our breakfast, little Ben
scalded himself badly, the maid gave
warning
and just as i came home spilled a bottle of
ink on the parlor caipet.

A

This Modern Hotel contains HO Rooms, l arge Parlors, Reading
Rooms, Bath Rooms, and Billiard Hail. Ccnnected with the house are
SAMPLE ROOMS in the cent< r of business where Commercial Travelers can show their goods with* ut extra charge.
Stages leave the house for all sections of the country.
The attention of the public is called to the fact that this House:
FIRST reduced prices in this city—others followed.
FIRST established Pree Hacking --others followed
FIRST established SAMPLE ROOM*—others followed.
Transient rates from $2.00 to $2.50 per day, according to rooms.
•I
H. KLIJNG, Proprietor.
*

—

said I, slyly, “remember Mr.
Williams and the Police report.”
This had nothing to do with the case in point
It was simply a bit of domestic abracadabia,
which no doubt all discerning husbands
know how to use on occasion. The case ot
Mr. Williams was one in which my wile had
been so woefully in the wrong that to mention it was, if the ladies will pardon me so
vile a comparison, like shaking a red rag at a
bull. My wife never failed to redden at once
and argue the case all over again, involving
herself finally in a tangle ol explanations,
and quite losing sight of the case in baud.—
Not so on this occasion.
“The dispute about Mr Williams has no
bearing on the ease in point,” she answered1

Farm

West Gorham, Me. Buildings nice and very
convenient, about Seventy five acres
of land, 15 ot which is in Wood some
_three hundred fruit trees. Land
Would exchange ior proderly in this
very choice.
city. Enquire of Charles E. Jordan near the premises or
JOHN LEWIS,
27 Green St,, Portland Me.
apr 9d&w2w* 15
The Lewis

these matters.”
“1 understand this much,” answered my
wife, stoutly. “Let us call Mr. Nash, or rather bis business, A and yours B.
Your profits
are pretty nearly equal; so A=B.
Let us

applied

these visits of my uncle
“'way* had on hand a pretty
«
stock
and ‘they saids,” inctudin" the
^higs Hannah and Mrs.
Davidson
done last’"> al1 «* which I
am
consideiably interested. So hearing that
theie, I wahed lor Uie
1
ed for the' news tnmi
are al1
well, I believe,” she
and began to talk of coals. *'ed m<JiffurentJy,

THOMAS WILDES.

on

At dinner I was somewhat
disconcerted to
lind her still in the
wrapper and with her
hair rough, as 1 have
always been secretly
proud ol my wife’s trim appearance. Si c explained that she had been too busy to make
a toilette, which, alter
all, was of no use to
anybody, but she was so displeasing to mv
eyes that I began to waver. Should
listen
to the great moral
principle that a woman
should not lie lond of
dress, or to my own
personal weakness? and 1 can hardly tell
how I should have decided if I
had »ot
thought to ask myself what one of tie ancient Homans (for whom I have always had a
vast admiration) would do in
my position.
And of course, what could he
do, if he desir- door,
“Ah!” she cried,“did X not tell
ed to make a paragraph in
you? There
history,
except is a
what 1 did ?—apply the
there is the
‘charactagent’s’ per•‘charactagent” a sec- fect success;
work. There is the woman ol the twenond time.
tieth
The following day was
There is the only form under
Sunday. Hot hav- whichcentury.
she can exist as gentlemen would have
ing spring clothes, my wile had decided not
lier. She is neither silly, nor
to attend church; but she now
strong-minded,
appeared in nor
velvet bonnet, winter cloak, and a
vain, nor slatternly, nor prudish, nor cohuge lioop,
having most unfortunately broken one of quettish, nor learned, nor simple, nor weakly,
nor masculine, nor
more modem shape.
jealous, nor a scold. And
she bears nothing,sees
As long as my clothes are
nothing,says nothing,
she
whole,”
“
and
costs
and
she can manage the
said, emphatically, what difference need it
nothing,
and sew on buttons.
make if other women are wearing
house,
She is r
perfeclight
colors, tion.”
and thin stuffs? There is no law
command“Wretch!” I cried—and awoke.—Harper's
ing me to do likewise.”
Ot course, 1 had
nothing to say to this. Bazar.
Here was that common-sense
displayed in
wearing what she had. to which 1 had so
often exhorted her. The *■
charactagent” was
working wonders
Still, the weather was
June weather.
Mrs. Lumpkin puffed and
perspired. 1 eople looked curiously at her
aud me, and I thought as much as
possible
V
about the aucieut Ifomaus.
That night I examined my
list; fouud“lovc
of gossip’ next in
order, and
the

7,n

aprl5-dtf

iSfel

Hotel,

BOSTON, MASS.

jjjjjj

five.
And it made no sort of difference to Mrs.
Lumpkin that he died because he was acci-

to it.”
“Oh! then, of course, Hr. Nash must find
liis regular business more profitable than the
silver mine.”
"1 don’t see that.”
“I do, very clearly, Mr. Lumpkin. Mr. Nash
is a business man.
Business men stick to
what will bring the most money. Mr. Nash
sticks to ordinary trade. 1 would advise you
to do the same.”
“But, my dear, you do not understand

St. James

A genteel and desirable House on the corner
of Cumberland and Anderson Streets, containii-llril hi or eighteen good size rooms, fifteen large
It is
closets and pantries. Gas in all tbe rooms.
thoroughly built, and finished in the best modem
stvie, ami in periectorder. Can be rented tor $000.
The location is exceedingly pleasant, convenient
to the horse cars, and in every particular a desiratdo
place ot resilience tor a business man who wishes a
house at moderate cost in a central part of the city.
May be examined any day. Terms of payment favorable. For tUrther particulars inquire or

said!

Company.”
Now, in the old times, that is before the
days of “Charactagent,” Mrs. Lumkin would
have pouted, which she does very prettily,
and then she would have laughed, which she
is fond of doing, because she has dimples,
and then she would have cried petuantly,
“The tiresome thing!” meaning the pamphlet,
and presently I would find the “tiresome
thing!" snatched from my hand and waved
She has done it a hunalolt. in triumph.
dred times. But now she simply said “Ah!”
in a judicial tone, as if she was waiting for

BOTEIJ*.

FOR

and yet," she would add. with an air of triumph, “he died when he was only twenty-

charactagents,” replied the young person, 'the evidence.
“Nash gave it to me,” I explained, somepicking up oue of the liimsey attains and
dangling it on her fingers. “No doubt you what uneasily. “He says the mine is a good
there
is
a
will have observed, sir, that where
thing—”
universal want the invention to supply that
Anu wants you to take his share? queried
and
1
at
band;
supwant is sure to l>e close
tuy wile, sharply.
more
want
universal
no
is
pose, sir, there
“Why—yesl that Is—”
than that of women to suit the taste of the
“Why not keep it himself?”
It
is
tire
of
day.
present
getting
“llis business leaves liim no time to attend
gentlemen
l-ealiy dreadful

REAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

dlaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure. Tbo inexperienced general practitioner. having neither opportunity nor time to makhimself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most cases making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

Have Confidence.
AUwho have committed an excess or any kino,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the
stingiug rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturer years.

AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervouf
Prostration that may follow Impure
Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait lor the consummation that is eure*to fellow ; do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.
SEEK FOR

How JJ&aay Theaoauda Gan Testify to This
by Unhappy Experience!

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—s
complaint generally the result of a bad habit In
youth.—treated scientifically and a perfect cure wairanted

charge

made.
passes but we are consulted by one oi
with the above disease, some o'
wbom arc as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by thefr friends are supposed tc
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time are
made to rejoice in perfect health.
or no
a day

Hardly

more

young

men

middle-Aged flea*
There are many men of the age of thirty who arc
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smai ting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manOn examining
ner the patient cannot account for.
the urinary deposit* a ropy sediment will ottcn t*
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin milkish hue. again changing to a dark and turbid appearance. There are many men who die of this difficulty
ignoraut of the cause, which is the

SECOND STAGE OK SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and s
foil and healthy restoration of the urinary organs
Persons who cannot
personally consult the Dr
<*u do «> by wnung, In a plain

manner,

a

'*»“»>.
Hl&SSgffiSSX***
Adilrese:
DR. J. B.

diacrip-

-awBi

HUGHES,

Home,1'

***** do°r to the Preble
Par
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Electic Medical Infirmary,
TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invitee all Ladiee, who
need a medical
to

call at hie roome. No. 14
adviser,
Preble Street, which they wil find arranged tor theii

especial accommodation.
^ec^c Renovating Medicines are unrivalP.r*
led in efficacy ami superior virtue in
regulating all
Female lrregulanties. Their action is
speciflc and
rellef *n » short time!
in
invaluable
all
cases of obm.>t
•truetions atter all other remedies have been
tried in
'*
containing nothing in
,T,*'n.'least injurious
.Purely vegetable,
the
to the health, and may be taket
with perlect
safety at all times.
10 “*y Part of
thecountry, with full direction*
DR. HUGHES,
tanl. 18<S5d&w.
N0.14 Preble Street. Portland.

tLn^w*8.8]?*

Notice.
harboring

or

Portland, March 31,18#8,

trusti.iv

PORTLAND
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on my
WE1>UE’

Saturdays.
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STKAMSUI1* COMPANY.
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LINE.

The fine

steamers DIRIUO
F R a N coy, 1A, will, until lurther

^

wgjJ^^Ortlce,

run

as

and
uo-

follows:

Leave Galt’s Wharf. Portland, every Wednesday
at 4 o’clock P. M., aud leave Pier 38
Saturday,
River, New York, every Wednesday aud Sat-

and
East

urday, at 4 o'clock P. M.
IheDirigoand Franconia

are fitted up with fine
accommodation; for
passengers, making this the most
speedy, sale aud comfortable route for travellers between New York and Maine. Passage, in State Room
*6.00 Cabin passage $8.00. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this line to >. I from Mon
treal, (Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Aug mia, Eastport and
St. John.
Shippers are requested to semi their ireight to th«
steamers as early as 3 P. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to

EMERY* FOX, Gaits Wharf, Po Hand.

J. F.

AMES,

Pier 38 Easl River.

August 15,18F7.

dt,

FOR BOSTON.
Fall

will

run

Arrangement t
The new and superior sea-going
steamers JOHN BROOKS, and
MONTREAL, having been fitted
up at great expense with a largo
'nurnbtr of beautiful tate Rooms,

the

season as

follows:

Leaving Atlantic Wharf, Portland 07 o’clock
India Whart, Boston, every day at 5 o’clock, P.
M, (Sundays excepted.)

•nd

Cabin fare,. g 1 50

Deck,.....
l.oo
Freight taken aa usual.
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
September 19,1867-dtt

Cooking Miracle

The

of the

Age

ZI MM F,l{ MAX’S

Steam

Cooking Apparatus.

Cheap, Simple, Economical!

DINNER COOKED lor twenty persons over
ONE hole of the Stove. Can
y
Range ready lor instant use.
Water changed to a delicious Soup bv distillation
Leaves the entire house tree from
oSensive odors In
cooking. Its results astonish all who try it
HP*Send tor a Circular.
*'•/ «fet ■« al.e Town and County
Rights in the Stale, by
JOHN CO0SENS,
Ian 3-dtf
Kennebunk, Me.

A

^p^totum J

stove or

war Department,
SURGEON GENERAL’S OFFICE,
Washington, D. C., March 2,1868.
Advertisement.
Army MedJca' Board, to consist of Surgeon
J. B. Brown, Brevet Brig. Qen’l U. S. A., Surgeou H. R. WirU, Brevt Lieut. Col. U. S. A. Surgeon John Moore, Brevet Col. U.S. A. and Assistant Surgeon A. A. Woodhull, Brevet Lieut Col
U. S. A., will me t in New York City on the 1st
oi
May next, lor the examination of A ssistant Surgeons
U. S. Army, lor promotion, and ot candidates tor
admission into the Medical Stall ol the U S Vrmv
Applicants mnstbe between 21 anil 30 years of lie
physically sound, and graduates of a regular me ileal college
Applications for permission to appeal before the
Board should be addressed to tic
Surgeon
U. S. Army, and must state the lull
name, residence,
and date and plac e of birth ot the candidate.

AN

General?

m u s?1 ?e turn is bed
Ift^tf
“d,has'lu:,lilications
l>, en In tlie
“Pldhant
HHm.1i 8vSSXrZrin1.^
rv,ce Of iho
tin.-

mtulcal

rl.f.ll
rank,

Army during

*1 be
together
lo'i10?
*,,atc,|>
and date aud
place of

with

Into War,

his former

service, and tcsitnioiiiais from offleers with
whom he has served should
also be tor warded.
No allowance Is made for the
expense* of persons
undergoing examination, as it is an imiispensihle
prerequisite to appointment. The number oi vacancies now
existing in (he Medical Corns of the Army
w

thirty-nine.

__Mar6—tiUjune

J. K. BARNKS,
Surgeon General, U. S. A.
n.

FOK

saLkT

EIGHT HOUSE POWEIk.
Portable Engine.

ONE

having left my bed and
*iJS’Wedge,
MXboard
without jusi
cause, 1 hereby forbid all
from
persons

JONES, Tuesdays. Thuisdays

Through Tickets furnished, and baggage checked
through to Philadelphia. Baltimore, Washington and
the West.
Tickets, Berths and State Rooms secured at this
office; also at the Boston and Providence Railroad
station.
J. W. RICHARDSON, Agent.
febl4-3m
134 Washington stree

». u. Hllllil.lPS,
Commercial St., loot ol Park St.
Portland, Aug 28,-dt
o

